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Kneeling Down To Deity Jordan!   -  

 

Chapter 826: Kneeling Down To Deity Jordan! 

Lauren was overjoyed. “Really?” 

Jordan nodded. 

Lauren happily kissed Jordan. 

Jordan was momentarily taken aback. He still found it a little strange to be kissed by 
“Jenny”. He had once sworn that he would never touch Hailey and Jenny again. In the 
end, because of Lauren, he got intimate with them again. 

It was really difficult to go against fate! 

Looking at Jenny’s voluptuous figure, it was impossible for Jordan to remain indifferent. 
How many men in the entire country wanted to have this woman? 

Celebrities were always held in higher esteem than ordinary women. They easily 
aroused a man’s desire to conquer them! 

Jordan said, “Lauren, if you want…” 

Lauren seemed to have guessed Jordan’s thoughts. She immediately said, “Of course I 
want to, but I don’t want to use Jenny’s body to be intimate with you. Previously, I used 
Park Anya and Hailey’s bodies. Now that I’m about to be freed. I want to be intimate 
with you using my own body!” 

Jordan grinned. “Yes, very soon. Believe me. I’ll call Shaun now and ask him to pick me 
up. What are you going to do? Are you going to disconnect from Jenny now?” 

Lauren said, “Although I want to stay with you for a while longer, Jenny doesn’t know 
anything about the eight great families, much less about you and Shaun. It’s better not 
to implicate her.” 

Actually, Lauren could continue to control Jenny and accompany Jordan back to the 
small, remote town. However, Lauren was a kind-hearted woman. She was worried that 
Jenny would come to a bad end if she fell into Shaun’s hands. 



“Okay.” 

Jordan did not say anything else and immediately called Shaun. 

Shaun had just fallen asleep. When he heard the phone ring, he was very frustrated. 
“Damn it, which b*stard is calling so late at night?!” 

 

He definitely did not expect it to be Jordan. Jordan had always ignored his calls. 

“Jordan?” 

Seeing the caller ID, Shaun leaped up from the bed. 

“Hello.” 

“Shaun, come and pick me up now with a plane!” 

Shaun was stunned. “You’re willing to come back? Hahaha, that’s great. Wait for me. I’ll 
come to Hawaii. I’ll pick you up personally!” 

Shaun was extremely excited. He immediately got someone to fly the plane over to 
Jordan’s villa. His men also chased away those reporters and fans. 

Hearing the sound of a plane outside, Jordan prepared to leave. 

By now, Lauren had already disconnected from Jenny, who was sleeping soundly on 
the bed. 

Looking at Jenny, Jordan couldn’t help but worry for this little girl. After all, all the men in 
the country had seen her explicit photos. 

In the future, no matter where she went, she would be pointed at and scorned. Her 
career in the entertainment industry was practically ruined. 

Jordan did not intend to use his power to save her. However, he left a note for Jenny. 

“Work hard to improve your acting skills. Practice your singing and dancing. Once you 
produce something good, others will forget what happened today. If you don’t have 
anything, people will forever only associate you with those photos.” 

Jenny’s situation was similar to that of several female celebrities in the entertainment 
industry. These female celebrities were just competing to see who was prettier, had a 
better figure and wore nicer clothes. No one wanted to improve their acting or singing 
skills, and no one cared if they produced any good work. 



As long as one was trending, she could earn money and become an A-list celebrity. She 
could be famous for being famous. 

Jordan had always been disgusted by this strange state of affairs. 

If Jenny was willing to change in the future, to improve her acting and singing skills, 
instead of only focusing on her looks, she would have a chance. It would only be then 
that Jordan would arrange a suitable opportunity for her to make a comeback and 
regain her current popularity, or even surpass it! 

After finishing up the note, Jordan emerged from the villa and went to the plane. 

“Hahaha, Deity Jordan, I’ve been waiting for you. Please come in.” 

Shaun was overjoyed and invited Jordan to board the plane. 

The first thing Jordan did after boarding the plane was to punch Shaun! 

Bang! 

Shaun was completely caught off guard and took the punch head-on. His head hit the 
wall of the plane. 

“How dare you be so rude to Master Shaun!” 

When Shaun’s subordinates saw this, they took out their guns and aimed them at 
Jordan. Jordan did not care at all. He knew that these subordinates would not dare to 
attack without Shaun’s orders. 

“Shaun, I heard that you want to rape my wife?!” 

Even after being punched, Shaun didn’t dare to be angry. He smiled. “I was just joking. I 
just wanted Ms. Lauren to convince you to come back. Would I dare to touch the wife of 
a Deity?” 

Jordan was still livid. “Shaun, it’s fine if you don’t let my wife use her phone for the past 
six months, but you didn’t even let her read a book. You caused her to suffer every day. 
Now that my wife’s mental state has been greatly damaged, I won’t let this matter rest!” 

Shaun continued smiling. “Jordan, you can’t blame me for this. You could have saved 
your wife a month ago, but you insisted on coming to Hawaii to visit your cheating ex-
wife and son. Lauren suffered for another month because of you. You can’t blame me 
for this!” 

“You…” 



Jordan was furious, but he could not tell the truth. 

Now, everything was going according to Jordan’s plan. Not only could he help Shaun 
complete the mind-transplant procedure, but he could also control Shaun after he 
underwent the procedure! 

Shaun said, “Alright now, let’s not dwell on the past. The most important thing now is to 
finish up the last step of the mind-transplant procedure. I know you’re very unwilling to 
help me, but you have no choice. Deity Jordan, I think we should be able to complete 
the final step within a week, right?” 

... 

Jordan snorted. “A week?” 

Shaun looked a little unhappy. He forced a smile. “Well, I guess giving you a few more 
days is fine! Two weeks should be enough, right?” 

Jordan knew that Shaun couldn’t wait to see the success of the mind-transplant 
procedure. He said directly, “I’ve already solved the remaining problems. If your 
subordinates are fast enough, we can complete the mind-transplant procedure within 
two hours.” 

Shaun was stunned. “What? Two… two hours?” 

Shaun was so excited that he didn’t know what to do! He waved his hands and shouted, 
“Everyone, kneel down and thank Deity Jordan!” 

Thud! 

Everyone on the plane, including Shaun, knelt down before Jordan! 

They knew that the most amazing technology in the world was about to be born! 

Chapter 827: Procedure A Success! 

The thing that Shaun had been looking forward to for decades had finally been realized. 
He was unprecedentedly excited! 

Shaun shouted, and his subordinates followed suit. 

“Deity Jordan is mighty!” 

“Deity Jordan is mighty!” 

“Deity Jordan is awesome!” 



“Deity Jordan is awesome!” 

“Deity Jordan’s name will last forever!” 

“Deity Jordan’s name will last forever!” 

Everyone shouted in unison. They were full of vigor as they praised Jordan. 

Shaun stood up and laughed loudly. “I didn’t call you Daddy for nothing! Deity Jordan’s 
benevolence to me is really like that of a parent!” 

Shaun was a demon. With such terrifying technology in his hands, the world would 
suffer! 

Jordan said coldly, “I hope that after I help you complete it, you will release my wife as 
promised. I don’t want anything to happen again. Otherwise, be prepared to accept the 
wrath of the gods!” 

He was very worried that once he helped Shaun, the man would no longer be useful to 
him and he would refuse to let Lauren go. 

Shaun smiled. “Deity Jordan, you’re overthinking things. I’ll call my subordinates to 
move Ms. Lauren to the villa at the top of the mountain and let her take a shower, have 
a massage, drink red wine and listen to music. Then, I’ll invite the best makeup artist 
and stylist in the US to dress her up. I guarantee that when you two meet again, she will 
still be radiant, haha!” 

Shaun called his subordinates and arranged everything. 

 

The plane accelerated and soon arrived at the small town. After Jordan returned to the 
research lab, he immediately started the rest of the work and added the remote control 
factor to the stabilizer. 

The ingredients needed for the stabilizer were extremely rare. Basically, the entire 
world’s supply was all here, and could not be found elsewhere. 

As a result, Jordan could be sure that whichever stabilizer Shaun used during the mind-
transplant procedure, would be one that he had already tampered with. 

Soon, in less than two hours, all the problems regarding the mind-transplant procedure 
were resolved. 

One of Shaun’s doctors said excitedly to him, “Master, theoretically speaking, there’s no 
problem with the mind-transplant procedure. We can test it on human subjects now!” 



Shaun was delighted. “Do it immediately!” 

Shaun had already prepared two test subjects to switch minds. 

Jordan stood at the side and watched the procedure. 

Before long, the doctor said excitedly to Shaun, “Master, it worked!” 

Shaun and Jordan also saw that the test subject had successfully woken up and could 
stand, walk and talk. He was just a little dazed as his mind had yet to completely adapt 
to his new body. However, as time passed and he slowly adapted, his mind would be 
perfectly compatible with his new body. 

“Hahahaha, it worked. The procedure that I’ve been developing for half my life has 
finally been accomplished! Rong Bailun, I’m going to replace you and dominate the 
world!” 

Shaun raised his arms excitedly and shouted. 

All of Shaun’s subordinates, including the researchers, knelt on the ground and shouted 
as well. 

“Congratulations, Master! Congratulations, Master! Master will dominate the world!” 

How ambitious and terrifying! 

Jordan could clearly feel that Shaun was a more terrifying and sinister existence than 
Rong Bailun. Once Shaun replaced Rong Bailun and obtained the status and 
capabilities of the Rong family, this world would probably suffer! 

Although Rong Bailun was not a good person and was not friendly to Jordan, he did not 
interfere much with the current world order even though he had the power to control 
everything. 

But if it were Shaun, he would change the world according to his own preference. 

Jordan did not say much. Anyway, he could control Shaun at any time. 

“Shaun, the experiment is successful now. Let my wife go!” 

Shaun turned slightly and looked at Jordan coldly and arrogantly. This gaze was 
completely different from the one begging Jordan previously. His eyes revealed killing 
intent! 

‘Damn it, this b*stard is going back on his word after using me?’ 



Jordan was a little flustered, but he maintained his calm expression. “Shaun! Don’t 
forget that I’m the Deity. Put away your evil thoughts and let my wife go. Don’t forget 
that I’m the Deity. I’ve already predicted that you would do this!” 

Jordan was using a very advanced conversation technique to manipulate Shaun’s 
thinking. 

Shaun had indeed wanted to make things difficult for Jordan, but when he thought about 
his identity as a Deity, he decided to let it go for the time being. 

However, Shaun’s attitude was still arrogant. He began to address Jordan by his first 
name. “Jordan, you’ve done well in the past six months, but don’t think that’s all. If 
anything happens in the future, I’ll still look for you.” 

Jordan said, “Don’t worry. There is a two-year guarantee. If there are any problems, I’ll 
deal with them.” 

Shaun snorted coldly and gestured to his subordinates, ignoring Jordan. 

‘Ungrateful fellow. He is now so rude and cold after using me! He didn’t even thank me!’ 

Shaun was indeed a despicable person. He had been so friendly to Jordan the past six 
months, that Jordan had nearly forgotten his true nature. 

Fortunately, Shaun kept his word and agreed to let Lauren go. 

Led by Shaun’s subordinates, Jordan arrived at the mansion where Lauren was 
currently at. 

Previously, Shaun said that he wanted to hire the best makeup artist and stylist for 
Lauren. He allowed her to bathe and listen to music in the mansion. 

... 

Lauren’s living situation should be much better now. 

At the door, Shaun’s subordinate said coldly, “She’s inside. Go in and find her yourself.” 

The subordinate also instructed the guards to go back with him. It seemed like they 
were not planning to stop Jordan from bringing Lauren away. 

“At least he kept his word!” 

Jordan quickly walked into the mansion. 

“Honey, I’m here! Honey, where are you? I’m here to pick you up. We can leave now!” 



The mansion was huge. Jordan called out as he walked around. 

When he reached the living room, Jordan suddenly heard Lauren’s voice. 

“Ah! Go away! Help! Don’t come over!” 

Lauren’s voice came from the bathroom. Jordan immediately rushed over! 

He saw Lauren taking a bath in the bathtub, and there was a wretched middle-aged 
man in the bathroom! 

The middle-aged man faced Lauren with a wicked smile, completely unaware that 
Jordan had already arrived at the mansion. 

“Hehe, beauty, Master Shaun sent me to give you a full-body massage. I’m the best 
masseuse in the country. I flew all the way from Houston. Come on, baby, don’t be shy. 
Your husband will take at least half a day to arrive. I’ll help stimulate your blood flow. I 
guarantee that you’ll be beautiful when you finally meet your husband!” 

Chapter 828: Lauren’s Homecoming Party! 

The middle-aged man looked at Lauren and drooled. As he spoke, he looked like he 
was about to throw himself into the bathtub. 

Lauren was really afraid. She couldn’t do anything now. If she got up from the bathtub, 
wouldn’t this strange man see her naked body? 

“Don’t!” 

Lauren closed her eyes and kept splashing water on the middle-aged man. 

At this critical moment, Jordan rushed over at lightning speed. He grabbed the man with 
both hands and threw him out of the house towards the window. 

Crash! 

Jordan was so strong that he threw him out of the house. 

The man died on the spot. 

“You’re courting death! How dare you touch my wife!” 

Jordan was furious. Not only did he hate this man, but he also despised Shaun for 
sending such an unscrupulous masseuse to harass Lauren! 

“Hubby!” 



When Lauren saw Jordan, she climbed out of the bathtub and pounced on him, her 
tears flowing non-stop. 

“Hubby, is it you? Is it really you? Am I dreaming? Am I looking at you through someone 
else’s body?” 

The two of them had not seen each other in person for more than half a year. Although 
Lauren had “met” with Jordan before, she had only done so through the bodies of 
others. Therefore, at this moment, Lauren couldn’t tell if this was real or a dream. 

Jordan hugged Lauren tightly. “It’s me. It’s really me. I’ve finally seen you. You’re the 
real you!” 

 

“Mmm!” 

At long last, Lauren beamed happily. 

“You’ve lost weight and… you look haggard. But you’re still so beautiful.” 

Jordan looked at Lauren. She did look much worse than half a year ago, making 
Jordan’s heart ache. What had befallen her? Lauren had been born in an elite family in 
the capital and had never suffered before. But she had just spent six months in 
suffering. 

“Take me out. I want to leave this place. I want to go home.” 

“Okay.” Jordan pulled Lauren out of the tub. After she dressed, Jordan immediately 
boarded a plane with Lauren and flew to the capital. 

On the plane, Jordan looked at Lauren’s thin figure and her fragile side profile. His heart 
ached and he blamed himself. Although he had already said it countless times, Jordan 
apologized again. 

“I’m sorry, honey. I’ve caused you so much suffering. Tell me, how can I make it up to 
you? I will hold myself to the highest standards when making up to you. I want you to be 
happy. I have to make up for the grievances you’ve suffered in the past six months!” 

Jordan promised as he held Lauren’s hand. 

Lauren smiled and gradually returned to her previous elegant self. “I’ve been cooped up 
in the dark house for the past six months. I’ve been alone every day. I just want to see 
people now. Many people. I want to go to a crowded and lively place. Hubby, will you 
accompany me?” 



Jordan nodded. “Of course. Since you want it to be lively, how about I organize a party 
for you?” 

“Alright, call Mom, Dad, Victoria and my friends over. I want to see people now. I want 
to feel a noisy and lively atmosphere!” 

Lauren immediately agreed. 

Jordan smiled. Since he was going to hold a homecoming party, how could it be as 
simple as just calling over a few relatives and friends? 

Since Lauren wanted it to be lively and grand, Jordan would organize the liveliest and 
grandest party of all! 

Jordan was going to hold the party of the century! 

He wanted to invite all the most famous people in the world to celebrate Lauren’s return! 

Jordan kissed Lauren. “Honey, go home and rest for the day. From tomorrow onwards, I 
will hold a week-long homecoming party for you!” 

The next day, a trending topic suddenly appeared online: Capital Airport! When many 
people saw the trending topic, they thought that something had happened at the capital 
airport. Otherwise, why would it be trending? 

Actually, that wasn’t the case. The capital airport was trending because countless 
celebrities had appeared there today! 

The most famous actors, actresses and musicians in the US all appeared one after 
another. Not only that, but international superstars from all over the world also turned 
up. For example, Coldplay from the UK and BTS from South Korea. 

Everyone went crazy on the internet. 

“What the hell! Why are so many big-name celebrities going to the capital today? Is 
there an awards ceremony?” 

“Please tell me which awards ceremony or event it is. Damn, there are so many big-
name celebrities. The ticket must be worth $10,000!” 

“Who is able to invite so many celebrities at the same time? Impossible!” 

No one knew that these big-name singers were all invited by Jordan to perform for 
Lauren! 



Lauren’s homecoming party would be held today. All the singers she liked had been 
invited, and they would be singing her favorite songs. 

At 7 PM, 80,000 people gathered at a major stadium. They were all holding tickets to 
Ms. Lauren’s homecoming concert and looked extremely thrilled. 

“This Ms. Lauren is too awesome. She’s holding such a magnificent party. She even 
invited the most popular musicians in the world!” 

“The awesome one is her husband, Mr. Steele, right? Such a doting husband… I am so 
envious!” 

Jordan could have restricted access to the party and only invited Lauren’s family and 
friends. However, Lauren wanted the event to be lively. She also felt that since it was 
not easy to gather so many big-name celebrities from all over the world, they might as 
well offer people a chance to come and watch them. 

[And I wonder if I ever cross your mind…] 

On the stage, the song “Need You Now” could be heard. Lauren held Jordan’s hand 
happily and said to him, “Hubby, I used to listen to this song often and think of you!” 

... 

[For me it happens all the time.] 

Lauren said to Jordan happily, “Hubby, do you remember? The first time I went to your 
house, I sang this song!” 

Jordan smiled and said, “I remember. You drank too much that day and I carried you 
back to your room.” 

“Annoying.” 

Lauren hit Jordan with a blissful smile. 

However, at this moment, Hailey, who had been arranged to stay in Houston, found out 
that Jordan had organized a grand homecoming party for Lauren. She was so jealous 
that she couldn’t bear it! 

“Ah, I’m so angry! I’m so angry! She was the one who took the golden carriage in 
England. She was the one who received the most assets from the Steele family. Now, 
the most sensational party in the world is being held in her honor! Why should she have 
these things? She gave birth to a daughter, but I gave birth to a son! 



“No, I have to go to the capital too. Otherwise, Jordan will give everything to Lauren and 
her daughter in the future and not care about us anymore!” 

With that, Hailey picked up her son and prepared to leave. However, Jordan’s 
subordinate, who was in charge of guarding, stopped her. “Without Master’s orders, you 
can’t bring Master’s child anywhere.” 

Hailey put the child down angrily. “Then I’ll go out by myself, alright?” 

The subordinate said coldly, “Up to you.” 

Chapter 829: Plotting Against Liza Shelby? 

Hailey stomped her feet in anger. 

Although she found out she could leave this place on her own, this knowledge made her 
feel even worse. 

She could leave on her own, but not with her son. 

This meant that Jordan only cared about his son. He didn’t care about Hailey at all. She 
could stay if she wanted, leave if she wanted. In the end, after another year, she would 
not be allowed to continue caring for their child. 

“Damn it, Jordan only cares about his son and not me! But he organized such a grand 
homecoming party for Lauren and invited so many celebrities. He lets Lauren enjoy 
such unprecedented treatment!” Lauren and Victoria are clearly frauds! They teamed up 
to lie to you. Jordan, they’re the bad women!” 

Hailey now believed that she had a trump card in her hands. She had not used it all this 
time because she wanted to wait for the right time to make a move. 

Hailey snorted coldly. Thinking of Lauren and Victoria, she was filled with disdain. She 
immediately left the house and took a plane to the capital. 

That night, the biggest stadium in the capital welcomed the most explosive night of 
cheers since it opened. Superstars appeared one after another. In the end, amidst the 
cheers, Lauren appeared on stage as the host. 

All 80,000 concert-goers were forbidden from bringing their phones and any recording 
equipment into the venue. Therefore, everyone could only watch the performance and 
not record it. Lauren did not tell them her full name. Jordan would also restrict the 
internet to prevent Lauren from becoming a trending topic. 

After all, Jordan was from a secret family. He had to keep a low profile even when doing 
such high-profile things. 



Amid the cheers of 80,000 people, Lauren sang “Endless Love” by Diana Ross and 
Lionel Richie. Below the stage, Jordan was extremely touched as he listened to 
Lauren’s gentle singing. 

That night, Lauren drank a lot and Jordan also got drunk with her. 

When he woke up the next day, it was almost afternoon. Today, Jordan had arranged 
another grand performance for Lauren. 

It was the seventh game of the NBA Finals! 

It happened to be the NBA finals season. The Golden State Warriors and the Brooklyn 
Nets were already on their seventh and final match. 

 

This was an extremely important and grand match. To those who liked basketball, this 
match was more important than anything else. 

Jordan also knew that Lauren liked Stephen Curry from the Warriors, so he called the 
NBA president, Adam Silver, and asked him to arrange for the seventh match to be 
played at the Capital One Arena stadium in the capital. 

The match time was 7 PM, but by 6 PM, the venue was already packed. 

“Thank you, Ms. Lauren! The NBA finals were supposed to be held in another state this 
year! But you managed to bring it to the capital!” 

“F*ck, he is too awesome. He managed to bring the NBA finals to the capital on such 
short notice. Ms. Lauren’s husband is definitely one of the most powerful people in the 
world!” 

“I heard that with one phone call from him, Adam Silver obediently agreed to his 
request. All the players will receive an extra million each. Also, he was the one who 
invited so many big-name celebrities for that massive concert yesterday. He is simply a 
wife-doting maniac!” 

The grand events these two days made Jordan the center of discussion. Some smart 
people had already sensed that there was a group of elites in this world whose status 
was above everyone else but kept a very low profile. 

Jordan and Lauren sat in the first row. 

Dressed in a pink athleisure outfit, Lauren looked like a young university student. She 
asked, “Hubby, Victoria can’t make it today?” 



Jordan said, “Yes, Victoria is still learning ice hockey from her teacher in the south. She 
can’t come for the time being.” 

Lauren said, “Sigh, I know Victoria. It’s actually nothing important. She just doesn’t want 
to compete with me for time with you. She wants me to have your full attention, so she 
purposely stayed away.” 

Lauren was very smart. That was indeed the case. 

Victoria knew that Lauren had not seen Jordan for half a year and must have missed 
him very much. She found an excuse to be away to give Jordan and Lauren more time 
alone. 

“Victoria is so good.” Lauren was very touched. 

Jordan smiled. “Both of you are very good.” 

As they spoke, a pair of beautiful figures walked past them. 

Jordan looked up and saw that it was Jenny and the superstar, Liza Shelby. 

“Jenny?” 

Jordan was a little surprised. Why was she here? 

The appearance of Jenny and Liza Shelby instantly caused a commotion among the 
audience. 

“Look, isn’t that Jenny? Haha, this is her first time appearing after the photo scandal, 
right? Tsk tsk tsk, I still can’t forget her figure in the video, haha.” 

“Hehe, I have to watch it once every night before I sleep.” 

Jenny came to Jordan and said, “Jordan, I saw the note you left for me. I’ve decided to 
improve my acting skills and work hard. I will definitely make it!” 

Jenny looked very motivated. 

Jordan smiled and nodded without saying anything. 

“Let me introduce you to Liza Shelby. After Liza found out about my incident, she took 
the initiative to come and comfort me. She even said that she wanted to teach me how 
to act.” 

Jenny introduced Liza Shelby to Jordan. 



Jordan suddenly remembered that when he first married Hailey, Jenny had said that 
Liza Shelby was her idol. 

Unexpectedly, Jenny became friends with her idol after joining the entertainment 
industry. 

“Hello.” 

Jordan and Lauren greeted Liza Shelby politely. 

Not only did Liza Shelby have an extraordinary appearance, but she also had exquisite 
acting skills and produced a lot of good films. She was also one of the few actresses 
whom Lauren admired in the country. 

At this moment, another familiar voice suddenly sounded. 

... 

“Hehe, what a coincidence. Everyone is here.” 

Jordan glanced at the voice. It was Shaun! 

Beside him was his woman, Paris Gildon. 

‘Why is Shaun here?! Damn it, he imprisoned Lauren for half a year. I haven’t settled 
the score with him yet!’ 

Lauren panicked when she saw Shaun. 

“What are you doing here!” 

Jordan said angrily to Shaun. 

The game tickets were sold online and Jordan did not place any restrictions. As long as 
one had money, they could buy tickets to watch the game. 

Shaun smiled at Jordan and Lauren. “Don’t worry, I’m not here for you. You can enjoy 
this match.” 

After saying that, Shaun glanced at the celebrity, Liza Shelby. Jordan noticed that Paris 
Gildon was also looking at Liza Shelby with an unfathomable expression. 

Chapter 830: Lauren Cheated? 

Having served by Shaun’s side every day, Paris Gildon now had the same evil smile on 
her face, making one shudder! 



Jordan suddenly remembered Shaun previously saying that after the mind-transplant 
procedure was successful, he would let Paris Gildon swap minds with the big star Liza 
Shelby. 

“Could it be…?” 

Jordan suddenly had a bad premonition. Shaun and Paris Gildon were not here for 
Jordan and Lauren, but Liza Shelby? 

Liza Shelby and Paris Gildon greeted each other. The two of them had been celebrities 
in the entertainment industry for many years, so they naturally knew each other. 
However, their conversation was filled with tension. 

“Paris, I haven’t seen you in a long time. I thought you weren’t in this industry anymore. 
How have you been recently? If you want to act, I can recommend you a role.” 

Liza Shelby said to her very kindly. 

However, Paris Gildon’s response was very harsh. “Liza, I’ve already said that I will 
definitely be more popular than you. This is not the end for me.” 

With that, she walked past arrogantly, still holding Shaun’s arm. 

Liza Shelby looked awkward. She did have some past conflicts with Paris Gildon. 

“Mr. Jordan, Ms. Lauren, nice to meet you. We’ll return to our seats first.” 

Liza Shelby did not continue to stand there. She politely bid farewell to Jordan and 
Lauren. 

The couple smiled and nodded at Liza Shelby. 

After Liza Shelby and Jenny left, Lauren said to Jordan, “Liza Shelby is really not bad. 
She doesn’t put on any airs as a celebrity. She’s very amiable and isn’t pretentious.” 

Jordan nodded. “She’s a rare outstanding artiste in the US entertainment industry.” 

 

After Liza Shelby made her debut, she didn’t hype herself up with meaningless 
promotional activities. She had always relied on her work to gain recognition. She only 
had one boyfriend and didn’t have any scandals. Her social media account only had 
sporadic posts about her cats or some photos of herself without makeup. 

Unlike other celebrities, whose social media posts were professionally taken and filled 
with promotional plugs. 



She never bothered to do such things. 

Jordan also admired her very much. He really did not want such an outstanding artiste 
to be replaced by a woman like Paris Gildon. 

Soon, the players from both sides came out to warm up, and the scene became very 
lively. The fans were happy about having the NBA finals held here in the capital, and so 
were the players. 

They were getting paid an extra million each! 

And the fans here were all very enthusiastic, as this game was an unexpected treat. 

The Capital One Arena stadium in the capital was also a grand venue. 

“Ah, the cheers, the crowd, hahaha, what a great atmosphere!” 

Stephen Curry, the star player of the Warriors, jumped up happily. 

Kevin Durant, the basketball star of the Nets, stretched out his long arms. “It feels great 
to be here!” 

Two star players worth hundreds of millions walked toward Jordan to express their 
gratitude. 

“Dude, this is too cool. This is so cool! The fans here are amazing!” 

“Long time no see, Jordan. I didn’t expect you to change wives in just a year.” 

“Hey, Kevin, you’re terrible with words.” 

Previously, Jordan had met Curry and Durant when he brought Victoria to Japan to 
watch the Olympics. 

After Jordan greeted the two of them, he said to Curry, “My wife wants to play a three-
pointer game with you.” 

Curry smiled. “No problem!” 

Lauren walked to the center of the court and played a three-pointer game with Curry. 

Lauren’s three-pointer had always been rather accurate in the past. Unfortunately, she 
had lost too much weight over the last six months and could not shoot as accurately. 

But Curry was very nice about it. He encouraged her to continue trying and taught her 
how to exert her strength. 



The audience was extremely envious. 

“I want to be a rich and beautiful woman in my next life so I can get Curry to teach me 
how to shoot. Boohoo, I’m so envious!” 

“After becoming a rich and beautiful woman, you have to know how to choose the right 
husband. You will never receive such treatment if you don’t have a good husband.” 

At this moment, another familiar figure appeared. 

Hailey was also here! 

When Hailey saw the two superstars teaching Lauren how to shoot under the gazes of 
tens of thousands of fans, she was bursting with jealousy. 

“Previously, it was Victoria. Now, it’s Lauren. When will it be my turn?!” 

Hailey walked toward Jordan and said with jealousy, “Jordan, Lauren isn’t worth you 
doing this for her! She’s a liar. She lied to you!” 

Boom! 

On the court, Lauren hurriedly put down the ball and walked over when she heard 
Hailey’s voice. 

Jordan was very annoyed when he saw Hailey. He knew that she was very jealous of 
Lauren. He said, “Hailey, please know your place. Lauren is my wife. Who else would 
be worth it? You?” 

When Hailey saw Lauren walking over, she immediately accused her. “Lauren, tell me, 
did you lie to Jordan?! Did you hide something from him?!” 

... 

Lauren’s expression changed drastically! 

Seeing this, Jordan was taken aback by Lauren’s reaction. After all, Jordan knew how to 
read people’s expressions very well. 

Lauren’s reaction clearly indicated that Hailey was correct! 

‘How can that be… does Hailey really know something?” 

Over the past year, Hailey had become smarter and sharper. She was no longer as 
ignorant as before and did not dare to provoke Jordan casually. If she didn’t know 
something, she would never dare to anger Jordan like this. 



Hailey snorted. “What? You don’t dare to admit it? Hmph, to think that Jordan loves you 
so much. He invited all the celebrities in the world to celebrate your return, but you kept 
a secret from him. Are you worthy of his love? Are you worthy of such treatment?!” 

Jordan immediately grabbed Hailey’s wrist and exerted some force. “Hailey, if you don’t 
want to lose face in front of so many people, leave this place immediately. Otherwise, I 
might not be able to resist hitting you!” 

Hailey’s slender body was in pain from Jordan’s grip. He threw her aside and shot his 
subordinates a look, indicating them to bring Hailey out. 

As Hailey was dragged out, she was still calling out to Jordan. “Jordan, I came to tell 
you out of goodwill. Lauren is the liar. She’s the bad woman. She and Victoria are 
inferior to me!” 

Hailey’s words made Jordan feel uneasy. 

What exactly was Hailey referring to?! 

What was Lauren hiding from him? 

Could it be that… Lauren had something going on with another man? 

Could it be that… Lauren had an affair?! 

Chapter 831: I Choose To Forgive Her!! 

Could it be that Lauren had cheated before? 

Otherwise, why would Hailey be so arrogant as to criticize Lauren? 

Hailey dared to speak to her so confidently, it must be because Lauren had made the 
same mistake as her. Moreover, Lauren did not dare to refute her! 

Jordan looked at Lauren’s face. She indeed looked guilty! 

‘Damn it! Is that really the case? Has Lauren… really wronged me?’ 

Jordan couldn’t believe it, but all his deductions seemed to be leaning in that direction! 

‘If Lauren cheated, when was it?’ 

Jordan surmised that the past six months when she was imprisoned by Shaun, was the 
most likely time for Lauren to have an affair. 



On one hand, Lauren was controlled by Shaun and had no choice. She might not be 
able to resist if Shaun wanted to do anything to her. On the other hand, Lauren had not 
seen anyone during that period. She was at her loneliest and most vulnerable. 

However, Jordan quickly rejected this possibility. 

It was impossible for Hailey to know if Lauren had cheated on him in the past six 
months! 

There was no direct connection between Shaun and Hailey! 

In other words, Lauren’s affair must have happened before she was caught by Shaun! 

“Before that…” 

Jordan really couldn’t understand how Lauren could have cheated before she was 
caught by Shaun. 

 

Lauren looked at Jordan guiltily and said, “Hubby, I…” 

It was obvious that she wanted to explain something to Jordan, but she couldn’t bring 
herself to do so. 

Now, the NBA finals were about to begin. It was going to be the most exhilarating match 
of the year and everyone was extremely excited about it. 

Jordan did not want to ruin everyone’s mood because of this. He did all these things for 
Lauren to make her happy. Even if she might have had an affair, he still hoped that she 
would be happy! 

Jordan suddenly realized that he had double standards for Lauren and Hailey. 

Hailey’s adultery was unforgivable. It was unforgivable. She was a b*tch. 

However, when it came to Lauren, Jordan could not bring himself to hate her. 

Especially when he saw that the once beautiful Lauren now looked a little haggard and 
gloomy. Jordan felt only pity and heartache for her. 

Therefore, Jordan chose not to pursue the matter and instead changed the topic. 
“Honey, who do you think will win today? Who will win the championship?” 

Lauren’s nervous expression disappeared because of Jordan’s kindness. A blissful flush 
appeared on her slightly haggard face. 



Lauren smiled and said, “I choose the Golden State Warriors. Stephen Curry has never 
won an FMVP. I hope he can win one.” 

Jordan nodded and put his arm around Lauren’s shoulder. He smiled. “I’m the same as 
you, darling. I also think the Warriors will win. When Curry takes the FMVP later, I’ll let 
you go on stage to give him this award.” 

Lauren covered her face excitedly. “Really? Is that appropriate? I married you. Shouldn’t 
we keep a low profile?” 

There were hundreds of millions of fans paying attention to this match. If Lauren were to 
present the award to Curry, she would probably be famous all over the world. 

As a secret family, the Steeles had always kept a low profile and avoided appearing in 
public like this. 

Jordan said, “I won’t let the media broadcast that scene, and there won’t be any news 
reports. Don’t worry.” 

Meanwhile, Shaun and Paris Gildon also talked about this competition. The two of them 
had come today to kidnap Liza Shelby and watch the competition live. 

Shaun was also a basketball fan, but his favorite star was Magic Johnson. Paris Gildon 
was very happy today because she knew that she would soon become Liza Shelby, the 
most dazzling female celebrity in the US entertainment industry. 

Paris Gildon held Shaun’s arm and asked, “Master Shaun, which team do you support?” 

Shaun smiled and looked at the players on the field. On the Warriors’ side were Curry 
and Thompson. On the Nets’ side were Durant, Owen and Harden. 

Shaun smiled. “Thompson suffered an Achilles tendon rupture and was supposed to be 
out this season. But Jordan secretly sent a doctor from the Steele family to treat him. No 
matter what, Jordan is the Deity. He will definitely support the Warriors and whoever e 
supports will win. There’s no suspense.” 

“Besides, although the three giants of the Nets seem to be powerful, Durant is old and 
Owen always loses the ball. Harden is also nothing special. He isn’t really a top-notch 
talent. On the contrary, Curry has been quite explosive recently. I support the Warriors!” 

With these two elite personnel supporting the Warriors, the match indeed ended as they 
expected. 

In the end, Stephen Curry annihilated his opponent with a slam dunk from the penalty 
line and led the team to be the champions. 



At that moment, all the fans in the world were in an uproar. 

“F*ck! Curry can actually dunk from the penalty line!” 

“He’s really the top Golden State Warriors player now!” 

In reality, Curry’s jumping skills were just average and he was also already in his 30s. It 
was impossible for him to do a slam dunk from the penalty line. 

He was currently so explosive because of Jordan’s help. 

In the end, Lauren went on stage and presented the FMVP trophy to her favorite star 
player. 

After the match ended, Jordan and Lauren returned to the villa to rest. They showered 
separately. Jordan suddenly felt uneasy when Lauren walked over in her lace nightie. 

Looking at his wife’s graceful figure, Jordan felt terrible when he thought about how she 
might have cheated on him! 

Apart from Jordan, no man in this world was qualified to have her! 

... 

If it were an ordinary couple, the husband would definitely question his wife. However, 
Jordan did not. He still chose not to mention this. 

He trusted Lauren. From the day he married her, he trusted this woman 100%. 

Lauren had suffered too much for him. Jordan had no right to interrogate her! 

When Lauren got into bed, Jordan smiled at her. “You must be tired today. Go to sleep.” 

After saying this, Jordan turned off the bedside lamp and lay down to sleep. 

Click. 

Unexpectedly, after Jordan turned off the lights, Lauren turned on the lights on her side. 
She turned to Jordan with a serious expression. 

“Hubby, I know you suspect that I had an affair!” 

Chapter 832: Lauren: I Didn’t Betray You! 

Although Jordan didn’t intend to pursue this matter, Lauren wasn’t like those bad 
women who would feel relieved at having “escaped” and pretend nothing happened. 



She said to Jordan very seriously, “Hubby, I’m not a Deity. I don’t have the ability to 
predict the future or read minds. But as a woman, I can feel that you’re suspecting me. 
You just chose not to say anything. Hubby, you must suspect that I cheated on you, 
right?” 

Jordan did not want to talk about this. He was afraid that they would quarrel. 

Lauren had just ended a six-month imprisonment and was finally able to be happy the 
past two days. He didn’t want their argument to disrupt this. 

However, since Lauren had taken the initiative to mention it, Jordan had to respond. 

Jordan sighed. “I didn’t expect that I would be so helpless even though I am a Deity. 
Lauren, your intuition is right. I do have doubts about you. I can also tell that Hailey isn’t 
lying. You… are indeed hiding something from me. However, I don’t want to ruin our 
relationship because of this! 

“Even if something happened between you and another man, I’ve decided to forgive 
you!” 

Lauren was stunned. She never expected Jordan to say this to her. 

This was the highest manifestation of love! 

Previously, when Hailey cheated on him, Jordan divorced her without hesitation, not 
giving her any chance to explain. 

However, Jordan treated Lauren differently. 

Lauren felt a surge of happiness in her heart. 

Jordan said, “Lauren, you’re an outstanding woman. In the past six months, when you 
possessed Park Anya and Hailey, you could have made them keep their distance from 
me. However, you didn’t do so. Especially when you possessed Park Anya. I didn’t 
know that it was you. You were willing to encourage Park Anya and me. 

“How can it be that I can sleep with other women because I’m a man and a Deity, but 
you can’t? That isn’t right. Besides, you’ve suffered too much because of me. You’ve 
been raising Chloe on your own the past few years, waiting for me, and not marrying 
another man. Not only that, you were locked up by Shaun for half a year because of me. 
No matter what, I shouldn’t blame you. I should forgive you! Because I’m very sure that 
you still love me the most!” 

Lauren threw herself into Jordan’s arms and shouted, “Hubby!” 

 



She was so touched that she was about to cry. Any woman would be touched to hear 
her husband say such words. 

Jordan patted Lauren gently. When he thought of how a man might have done the same 
thing to her before, Jordan felt a little uncomfortable. 

Nevertheless, Jordan still said gently to Lauren, “Honey, it’s getting late. Go to sleep.” 

Lauren smiled at Jordan. “Hubby, I want to tell you that I’ve never betrayed you. I’ve 
never done anything intimate with any man other than you. You’re the only man in my 
life! I swear to God, I’m telling the truth!” 

Jordan was shocked. Lauren did not cheat on him! 

Jordan had already said that he was willing to forgive her. Even if Lauren really had an 
affair, she could have chosen to admit it without consequences. 

However, Lauren swore to prove that she had never betrayed Jordan. 

As the proud daughter from an elite family in the capital, she never saw the need to lie 
to her partner. If she said no, she truly meant no! 

Jordan was delighted. “Really?” 

Lauren nodded vigorously. 

Jordan hugged Lauren tightly. This feeling of regaining something he had lost was too 
satisfying! 

Men were still very selfish. They could fool around outside, but could not accept their 
wives doing the same. As for Jordan, he was not a scumbag. Those few times he slept 
with other women, he had no choice! 

Jordan smiled and asked, “Then why did that bad woman, Hailey, say that you were 
hiding something from me? I thought you had another man!” 

Lauren’s expression was still serious. “Hubby, I can only say that I didn’t cheat, but I did 
hide something from you… Can I not tell you?” 

Jordan pinched Lauren’s face with a smile. “Of course. Even if we’re husband and wife, 
we should have our own space. You don’t have to explain everything to me. Be it 
murder or arson, I don’t care. As long as you don’t have another man on the side, 
haha.” 

Jordan joked with Lauren. He knew that she would not do such crimes. 



However, Jordan really did not want to know what Lauren was hiding from him. She was 
just a common woman and not from a secret family. She couldn’t possibly be hiding 
anything too fantastical. 

Jordan currently held the power to affect the entire world! 

He wouldn’t care about trivial matters in life. 

Jordan happily pounced on Lauren and made love to her. 

This caused Lauren to complain. “Earlier on, you wanted to turn off the lights and sleep. 
But after I swore to you that I didn’t betray you, immediately you pounced on me. You 
were clearly bothered by the thought of me cheating. Hmph!” 

Jordan had nothing to say about that. 

Alright, even someone as noble as a Deity could still be petty! 

At this moment, Jordan’s phone suddenly rang. It was Pablo. When Jordan saw Pablo’s 
call, he could almost guess what had happened. 

Jordan saw Shaun and Paris Gildon earlier at the basketball match and guessed that 
they would do something to Liza Shelby. Therefore, he specially sent Pablo and a group 
of subordinates to secretly protect Liza Shelby. 

Now that Pablo was calling, something had probably happened. 

Jordan answered the call. “Did something happen?” 

Pablo said anxiously, “Yes, Master. Our men were killed by Shaun’s men. They 
abducted Jenny and Liza Shelby.” 

“Why was Jenny there?” Jordan was a little surprised. 

Pablo said, “After the game just now, Jenny and Liza Shelby returned to the hotel 
together. Jenny didn’t return to her room. Instead, she followed Liza Shelby to her room. 
Shaun’s men captured them together. I’m sorry, Master. I didn’t do my job well. Please 
punish me!” 

Jordan naturally had no intention of punishing Pablo. It was normal for Shaun’s 
subordinates to be stronger than Pablo and the others. Although Jordan had developed 
the Mirakuru serum, it was extremely precious. Not everyone was qualified to have it 
now. 

Jordan was furious. “This damn Shaun. Not only did he kidnap Liza Shelby, but he also 
took Jenny. He has completely disregarded me!” 



... 

Chapter 833: The Despicable Shaun! 

No matter what, Jenny was Jordan’s ex-sister-in-law. How could Shaun be so 
unscrupulous as to capture Jordan’s family? 

If he dared to kidnap Jenny now, he might dare to capture Hailey or even Victoria in the 
future! 

If Jordan did not stop him this time, Shaun would only become more and more impudent 
going forward! 

At this moment, Lauren asked, “Hubby, did something happen to Liza Shelby? She is 
such an outstanding artiste. She must not be harmed by Shaun. Hubby, you have to 
save her.” 

Lauren admired Liza Shelby. As a great beauty, she knew that it was difficult to stay 
single for so many years. However, it was worth it. 

She also knew that once Liza Shelby was captured by Shaun, no one in this world could 
save her except Jordan! 

Jordan nodded at Lauren before instructing Pablo. “Send me their location immediately. 
I’ll personally settle the score with Shaun!” 

“Yes, Master!” 

Jordan quickly got dressed. Lauren helped him put on his shirt. As she buttoned his 
shirt, she reminded him. “Hubby, just save Liza Shelby and Jenny. Don’t fight Shaun 
head-on. He’s too sinister. I’m afraid you’ll be hurt.” 

Jordan snorted angrily. “This b*stard. When he used me to help in his research, he even 
knelt down and called me father! Over the past six months, he was always humble 
when talking to me. He didn’t dare to disobey me! But now that he believes I’m of no 
use to him anymore, he dares to disregard me and provoke me! I hate such ungrateful 
people the most! 

“Also, he imprisoned you for half a year. He didn’t give you a phone, a book, a piano, or 
any form of entertainment! He wanted you to die of loneliness! How can I can’t tolerate 
it!” 

At this point, Lauren lowered her head slightly. “Hubby, actually, he still sent someone 
to arrange movies for me.” 



Jordan’s anger dissipated a little. “Oh? Looks like this guy isn’t a complete b*stard. He 
has a little conscience!” 

Staying in a house alone for half a year without any entertainment was torture. Anyone 
would go crazy! 

However, Lauren’s face turned slightly red. “However, they were not serious films. They 
were those raunchy and explicit films… I…I didn’t dare to watch them.” 

 

“What?” 

The anger that had just subsided in Jordan instantly surged up again, and it was a 
hundred times more turbulent than before! 

“This damned Shaun! How dare he do such a thing to you!” 

Jordan clenched his fists, wishing he could kill this b*stard! 

‘Why did he do that?’ 

He must have known that Lauren was lonely in the house and wanted the love of a 
man. Therefore, he must have deliberately played such movies to entice her to make a 
move on him. 

Shaun did not dare to touch Lauren, but he could tempt her to take the initiative. So 
even if something happened between the two of them, Lauren would definitely not dare 
to tell Jordan the truth. And Shaun would appear innocent. 

Ding. 

Jordan received a location. 

“Shaun, you b*stard. On the surface, you say that you’re a gentleman and have never 
touched my wife, but you clearly had wicked intentions!” 

Jordan was furious. He jumped down from the window and dashed to the location. 

Meanwhile, Jenny and Liza Shelby had been dragged onto Shaun’s private plane. 
Jenny was struggling and shouting. “Let go of me! Jordan is my brother-in-law! Do you 
know what the consequences are for kidnapping me?!” 

Although Jenny did not know about the eight great families or Jordan’s identity, she 
could feel that Jordan was one of the most powerful and respected people in the world. 
Everyone, even criminals, would be afraid of him. 



But Shaun just smiled. “Jenny, I didn’t want to kidnap you. I only wanted Liza Shelby. 
But you ignorant girl, you’re like a fool. You insisted on fighting against us to help Liza 
Shelby. You are the one who insisted on sticking close to Liza Shelby. Hehe, do you 
think I don’t know about your relationship with Jordan? Your cousin has already fallen 
out of favor. But anyway, I would dare kidnap you even if Jordan still loves your cousin 
as much as he does Lauren and Victoria!” 

Jenny said stubbornly, “You wouldn’t dare! Because those who dare to offend my 
brother-in-law will all die miserably. No exception!” 

Smack! 

Shaun slapped Jenny. Although he had many powerful methods and could easily kill 
people, his physical strength was very ordinary. It was not a heavy slap. 

Shaun said angrily, “You little b*tch, the entire country has already seen your naked 
photos, yet you have the cheek to shout at me! Looks like I was too kind to you. I should 
have released more videos of you and your boyfriend, Xavier.” 

Jenny was taken aback. Ever since that incident, she had been unable to contact 
Xavier. She thought that he was deliberately hiding from her and believed that he was 
just your typical scumbag. 

Jenny asked, “Were you the one who released the photos? Where’s Xavier? What did 
you do to him?!” 

Shaun laughed. “That’s right. I was the one who posted the photos, not your stupid 
boyfriend. As for your stupid boyfriend, I am using him as a test subject for my 
experiments. If he’s lucky, he shouldn’t be dead yet. Hahaha…” 

Jenny was furious. Her acting career was the most important thing to her. But Shaun 
had ruined it! She hated him with the kind of intensity as if he had killed her parents and 
bankrupted her! 

Even though Jenny knew that the other party had the advantage in numbers and that 
she was a weak woman who could not possibly win Shaun, she still clenched her pink 
fists and punched him. 

“I’m going to kill you, you baddie!” 

Although Shaun was not a particularly strong man, he could easily deal with a female 
celebrity who dieted in order to maintain her figure. 

Shaun grabbed Jenny and smiled wickedly. “Hehe, you overestimate yourself. How 
dare you touch me! Since you’ve delivered yourself to me, I have no choice but to have 
a taste. Hahaha.” 



With that, Shaun forcefully kissed Jenny. 

After kissing her for five minutes, Shaun wanted to bring Jenny to a private room on the 
plane. But suddenly, the wails of his subordinates outside could be heard, accompanied 
by gunshots from time to time. 

Bang! Bang! 

“Ah!” 

“Help!” 

“Have mercy, Deity! Ah!” 

Shaun hugged Jenny’s slender waist and frowned. “Damn it, Jordan is here!” 

... 

Chapter 834: Fierce Battle With Shaun! 

Hearing Shaun’s words, Jenny behaved like she had been reborn. She broke free from 
Shaun’s restraints and shouted. 

“Hmph, my brother-in-law is here to save me. You’re finished! You better let me go now 
and run away. Otherwise, my brother-in-law will definitely teach you a lesson!” 

But Shaun hugged Jenny again. This female celebrity, who was known for having the 
best figure in the entertainment industry, had piqued Shaun’s interest. 

He was not worried about Jordan’s arrival at all. There was no way he would give up 
tasting the delicious Jenny. 

“Hmph, Jenny, do you really think I’m afraid of Jordan? I pretended to be afraid of him 
for the past six months as I needed his help. But now, even if I take you and Liza Shelby 
away right in front of him, what can he do to me?! Let’s go down together. I’ll let you see 
for yourself if I’m afraid of Jordan!” 

With that, Shaun grabbed Jenny’s arm and led her and Liza Shelby off the plane. 

As soon as he got off the plane, Shaun realized that Jordan had brought a group of men 
here. Not only Pablo and his men, but also Lionel and his team. 

And Jordan himself was basically a one-man army. Although Shaun’s people were 
tricky, they could not stop Jordan at all. 



Jordan walked to the front and saw that Shaun had taken the initiative to come down. 
Jenny and the big star, Liza Shelby, were beside him. He was furious and shouted at 
him. 

“Shaun! You’re getting more and more impudent! I clearly warned you not to touch Liza 
Shelby, but not only did you kidnap her, but you also captured Jenny! You have 
completely disregarded me!” 

Shaun grabbed Jenny’s wrist with one hand and smiled proudly. “Hehe, you’re right. 
Jordan, I really don’t care about you anymore. I want to kidnap the two of them. I don’t 
care if you agree or not! Jordan, listen carefully. You are of no value to me now. I have 
already fulfilled my lifelong wish. My procedure is a success. Next, I can dominate the 
world after I deal with Rong Bailun! By then, your life and death will depend on me. You 
will have to obey me!” 

Shaun had finally revealed his true colors. Previously, the two of them had cooperated 
very amiably to kill Park Sang-jun and Miyamoto Chujiro. Shaun had even saved 
Jordan. 

However, all of that was for his own benefit! 

Jenny struggled with all her might and said, “Jordan, save me and Liza and avenge me. 
It wasn’t my boyfriend who released my nude photos, but this b*stard. Not only did he 
release those photos, but he also falsely accused you of being the male lead. It was him 
who lured so many reporters and fans to Hailey’s villa.” 

Hearing this, Jordan became even more furious. “Shaun! Not only did you ruin my 
reputation, but you also played indecent films for Lauren while she was imprisoned! You 
b*stard, I’m going to settle this score with you today!” 

 

Shaun could tell that Jordan was about to attack him. He let go of Jenny and laughed. 

“Hahaha, alright. Do you think I’m afraid of you? You piece of trash. Without me, you 
would have been electrocuted to death by Park Sang-jun! Without me, you wouldn’t 
have been able to step foot into the Miyamoto residence, let alone kill Miyamoto Chujiro 
to avenge the dead citizens of Orlando. I did all that for you! You trash, you still want to 
compete with me?” 

Jordan was furious. He jumped up and ran towards Shaun! 

Bang bang bang bang… 

Shaun’s subordinates immediately fired their guns at Jordan to stop him. 



However, Jordan’s body could no longer be injured by bullets. 

Jordan faced the bullets head-on and continued forward! 

Even though Shaun’s subordinates could not stop Jordan from approaching, Shaun 
remained calm and composed. He did not seem worried at all. 

After interacting with Shaun for a long time, Jordan also knew that he had very powerful 
methods. He could defeat and kill people remotely. Therefore, Jordan did not charge 
directly. He knew Shaun would most likely dodge him. 

As Jordan approached Shaun, the former suddenly took out his Invisibility Cloak and hid 
himself! 

“Oh my god! Jordan… where did he go?!” 

This was the first time Jenny had seen such advanced technology. She was 
dumbstruck. 

“Protect Master!” 

Shaun’s subordinates were flustered. They were afraid that by the time Jordan showed 
himself again, he would have already killed their master. 

However, Shaun smiled coldly and remained calm. 

“Hmph, you want to use the Schmid family’s Invisibility Cloak to kill me? What a joke. 
I’ve occupied the Schmid family for decades. Would I let you use that to kill me?” 

Shaun took out a red bag from his pocket and retrieved a strand of hair. 

With a sudden flame that appeared out of nowhere, the hair started to burn. 

“In the back!” 

Shaun was shocked to discover that Jordan, who had been in front of him just a few 
seconds ago, had already slipped behind him, and was preparing to launch a sneak 
attack! 

He was indeed a terrifying fellow! 

After Shaun obtained Jordan’s location, he quickly dispatched a cat to attack. 

“Meow! Meow! Meow!” 

Shaun’s cats were different from ordinary house cats. His cats were very aggressive. 



Jordan was about to attack Shaun when he realized that more than ten cats had jumped 
onto his head. 

The cats’ claws were extremely sharp and cut Jordan’s face. 

“Damn it! He’s able to determine my location!” 

Jordan realized that his sneak attack would not succeed! 

Shaun laughed. “Jordan, you seem to have forgotten that I have the ability to track. I’ve 
collected a lot of your hair here, so I can always find your location. Your Invisibility Cloak 
is useless against me!” 

Jordan was furious. This fellow was indeed the most difficult opponent he had ever 
encountered. 

It was especially difficult to fight him one-on-one! 

Fortunately, Jordan had already formulated many countermeasures before coming. 

Seeing that the Invisibility Cloak was useless, Jordan took it off and appeared again. 

... 

Bang! 

Jordan killed all the cats. 

Shaun was very smug to see Jordan appear again. “Jordan, you are much less 
experienced than me in a one-on-one battle. So what if you’re strong and can jump far? 
If you can punch me today, I’ll admit defeat!” 

Chapter 835: Beat Shaun Up! 

Shaun provoked Jordan arrogantly. 

It was precisely because he knew that Jordan was a Deity that Shaun was enjoying this 
feeling of being superior to a Deity. 

Jordan’s fists had been clenched for a long time, but he hadn’t got the chance to swing 
them at Shaun’s face. 

“Shaun, don’t forget who I am! I’m a Deity! What right do you have to be arrogant in 
front of me?!” 



Jordan suddenly closed his eyes, as if he was using the ability of a Deity to predict the 
future! 

“What’s he…” 

Shaun finally became nervous. He was indeed very wary of Jordan’s Deity ability. After 
all, Jordan could see what would happen in the future, but Shaun could not. 

Suddenly, Jordan opened his eyes and immediately instructed his subordinates, 
“Everyone, stay away from this plane! Don’t go near there. Head to the empty space in 
front.” 

Shaun panicked when he heard Jordan’s instructions. 

“Damn it, what did Jordan predict? Is there going to be an accident on my plane? Is 
there going to be a large cannonball?” 

Shaun noticed that Lionel from the Black Ops Team had also come. Shaun knew very 
well who Lionel was and how formidable his team was. So he knew it was very possible 
for him to launch an air raid here later. 

In Shaun’s eyes, the area around his plane had now become the most dangerous place. 
It was as if he could envision a sea of fire there now! 

Just like when they were in the Maldives, Jordan had predicted the arrival of the 
tsunami in advance, so he deliberately lured Park Chan-young and Miyamoto Masaki to 
stay there and kill them. 

Shaun would not die like them, tricked by Jordan! 

“Everyone, listen up! Immediately occupy the empty space in front too!” 

 

Shaun was certain that since Jordan had ordered his men to go to the space in front, it 
meant that that place was absolutely safe. 

If they stood anywhere else, Shaun couldn’t guarantee their safety. 

Escape? 

Shaun did not even bother. Since Jordan had instructed to stay away from the plane. It 
meant that his plane had not left in his vision of the future. Although Shaun was 
arrogant, he did not dare to go against the future. 



His men fought hard while Jordan’s subordinates did not seem to be putting in their best 
effort. As a result, Shaun and his people soon occupied the empty space. 

At this moment, a smug smile appeared on Jordan’s face. 

“Shaun fell for it!” 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

Boom! 

Dozens of balls placed along the four sides of the empty space suddenly exploded. 

Green gas was emitted after these balls were detonated. The gas was very dense and 
did not drift far. It was contained within the empty space. 

“Ah, damn it, I can’t see!” 

Shaun’s subordinates immediately panicked because this dense green gas completely 
blocked their vision. They couldn’t see anything at all. 

It was the same for Shaun. 

Shaun sniffed carefully and detected the smell of traditional herbs. 

“Oh no, this is Jordan’s trap! I was tricked by him! He didn’t predict any danger to the 
plane at all. He deliberately lured me here!” 

Shaun was shocked. 

It was just as Shaun had said. Jordan had not predicted anything happening to the 
plane just now. He just deliberately acted like a missile would strike it to trick Shaun. 

Jordan was very good at using psychological tactics. He knew that Shaun was aware of 
his prediction abilities and would be convinced by him. 

Therefore, he had already planned everything before arriving. He ordered someone to 
place a “medicinal mist” in the designated empty space. The Steeles had developed this 
mist with traditional herbs. Engulfed by this mist, not only would it be difficult to breathe, 
but a person’s vision would also be completely blocked. 

However, Jordan wore a special pair of goggles and was able to see clearly. 

Jordan swaggered into the green mist and arrived beside Shaun. 



“Shaun, what did you just say? If I can punch you just once today, you will admit 
defeat?” 

Jordan was not in a hurry to attack because he wanted to see how afraid Shaun was. 

Indeed Shaun was afraid. However, under such circumstances, he had no way of 
dealing with Jordan. 

Bang! 

Jordan went ahead and punched Shaun in the face! 

“Argh!” 

Shaun cried out in pain and fell to the ground. His subordinates wanted to rush over to 
help, but they were subdued by Jordan’s men. 

Hauling Shaun over, Jordan lifted him like a baby chick. “Shaun, I’m going to settle our 
scores today!” 

Bang! 

Jordan threw another punch and said angrily, “This punch is for those dirty films you 
showed my wife!” 

Shaun was knocked to the ground again, bleeding profusely. Jordan grabbed him again. 

... 

Bang! 

Another punch was thrown out. Jordan said, “This punch is for your disrespect toward 
me! You turned against me after using me, you b*stard!” 

Shaun did not have a very strong physique. He was seriously injured by those two 
punches. Although he didn’t care about this body and would soon take over someone 
else’s body, Shaun could not risk being beaten to death by Jordan. 

“Deity Jordan… I was wrong, please show mercy…” 

Shaun had no choice but to beg Jordan for mercy. 

Jordan smiled. “Don’t be so anxious. I haven’t finished settling my score with you.” 

He then grabbed Shaun again. 



This time, before Jordan could speak, Jenny suddenly interrupted. “Jordan! This punch 
is for me and Liza! This b*stard not only kidnapped me and Liza, but he also forcefully 
kissed me for five minutes! Fortunately, you came in time. If you had come just a couple 
of minutes later, I might have been completely tainted by this scoundrel!” 

Shaun trembled. “No, no, she’s not telling the truth! Deity Jordan, I only kissed your ex-
sister-in-law for three minutes. The last two minutes were…” 

Bang! 

Before Shaun could finish speaking, Jordan threw another punch! He didn’t care about 
those disgusting details. As long as Shaun did it, he deserved to be beaten up! 

Within seconds, Shaun was beaten to the ground and no longer had the strength to 
resist. 

At this moment, a huge wind swept over. 

This wind came from Shaun’s plane. Miraculously, this gust of air managed to blow 
away Jordan’s “medicinal mist”. 

“Saved!” 

Shaun could finally see clearly! 

Chapter 836: Shaun’s New Plan! 

After all, Shaun had occupied the Schmid family for decades. The technology 
equipment he had was also at the level of the eight great families. 

Jordan’s “medicinal mist” could not be blown away by ordinary wind. However, Shaun’s 
equipment could deal with it. 

At this moment, the seriously injured Shaun hurriedly used all his strength to get up. 
With the help of his subordinates, he quickly returned to the plane. 

Jordan did not insist on keeping him. In fact, he did not even force Shaun’s woman, 
Paris Gildon, to stay. Instead, he allowed her to escape too. 

Before Shaun left, he still had to have the last word. “Jordan, you win! I will remember 
everything you did to me today!” 

Jordan snorted coldly. Why should he be afraid of Shaun? Shaun did not know that in 
the future, he would be even more helpless against Jordan! 



After Shaun left, Pablo walked over and asked, “Master, why didn’t you kill him just 
now?” 

Jordan only punched Shaun a few times even though he had the chance to immediately 
kill him with a gunshot or the laser weapon Jamie had recently sent him! 

Or perhaps, he could chase after Shaun and beat him up. At the very least, it would not 
be a problem to prevent Paris Gildon from escaping too. 

However, Jordan did not do so. 

Jordan said to Pablo, “Shaun can’t die yet. I don’t have any of his abilities. He’s an 
undeniable talent that I want to use in the future!” 

Jordan had already set up a trap in the mind-transplant procedure. He was just waiting 
for Shaun to take the bait. Once Shaun and Rong Bailun switched minds, Shaun would 
replace Rong Bailun to become the “Overlord of the World”. 

By then, Jordan could easily control Shaun, and by extension the Rong family and then 
the entire world. 

As the saying went, the mantis stalked the cicada, unaware of the oriole behind it. 
Shaun had no idea that Jordan was waiting for him to switch minds with Rong Bailun, 
and that Jordan would end up being the ultimate winner when that happened. 

At this moment, Jenny and Liza Shelby, who had been rescued, ran over. 

 

Jenny was so touched that tears welled up in his eyes. “Jordan, you’re really my hero. 
You rode a green cloud to save me. I’m so touched!” 

Glancing at Jenny, Jordan recalled what Shaun had said earlier. He said that the kiss 
had been forced for only the first three minutes. The remaining two minutes were not 
forced at all. 

The meaning was obvious. 

However, with Jenny’s background and personality, it was not unexpected. Jordan 
already knew what kind of woman she was, so he was not at all disappointed or 
surprised by her behavior. 

Therefore, Jordan did not say anything. 

As for Liza Shelby, she had suffered a major shock. Nonetheless, she still maintained 
the elegant manner of a top female celebrity as she thanked Jordan. 



“Mr. Jordan, thank you so much for saving me today. If you hadn’t arrived in time, I don’t 
know what would have happened to me.” 

Liza Shelby hurriedly thanked him. 

Jordan said directly, “If I had come a step later, you would have died. Ms. Liza Shelby, 
forget everything that happened just now. Don’t tell anyone. It’s for your own good.” 

Liza Shelby had already guessed that Jordan was no ordinary man. 

The Invisibility Cloak, the herbal mist and the strange conversation between Jordan and 
Shaun all indicated that Jordan was among the elite class of people whom few people 
came into contact with. 

Liza Shelby had always been aloof and maintained a single status. She was an ice 
goddess who made countless men in the US kneel and lick her boots. But now, she was 
gazing at Jordan with admiration. “Mr. Jordan, can I have your contact? I hope to get a 
chance in the future to repay you for saving my life.” 

Jordan did not ask how she would repay him. Perhaps it was just a meal, or perhaps 
she would sleep with him. 

However, Jordan did not give her the chance. 

“There’s no need.” 

Liza Shelby bit her lip. Ever since she became famous in the entertainment industry, 
countless men had begged for her contact details. This was the first time in her life that 
she had taken the initiative to ask someone, but she was rejected! 

… 

Meanwhile, Shaun had flown out of the capital and was being treated by his doctor on 
the plane. 

“Ah, it hurts. That b*stard Jordan is so ruthless. I was almost beaten to death by him!” 

Shaun’s face was bruised and swollen. Compared to his earlier arrogant manner, the 
difference was like heaven and earth. 

Beside him, Paris Gildon knelt down and personally cleaned his wounds. Tears flowed 
down her face. “Master Shaun, let’s not provoke Jordan again. After all, he’s a Deity. He 
can predict the future. No matter how we fight him, we’ll be at a disadvantage.” 



Shaun thought for a moment. That was indeed the case. Even if there came a time 
when Shaun could defeat Jordan, he would have predicted this outcome and fled long 
ago. 

“Yes, we’ll stay away from Jordan for the time being. However, he interfered in your 
matter. You can’t swap minds with Liza Shelby now.” 

Paris Gildon sighed. “Am I really not destined to be an A-list celebrity?” 

Shaun said, “Paris, your thinking is too narrow. What’s so good about being a female 
celebrity? No matter how famous a female celebrity is, in the eyes of privileged people 
like us, she’s just a tool at our beck and call. Maybe it’s fate. Instead of letting you swap 
minds with Liza Shelby, you’re going to get a more valuable one.” 

Paris Gildon said, “You mean…” 

Shaun grinned. “Geng Anli! If you can swap minds with Geng Anli, hehe, you can 
control the entire Geng Anli family and become the most powerful woman in the world!” 

It was very tempting but Paris Gildon remained indifferent. 

After all, she was a celebrity who never got a proper education. Her thoughts were 
shallow and her worldview was limited to the entertainment industry. 

Paris Gildon said reluctantly, “Geng Anli is too old. I’m so young. How can I swap minds 
with an old woman? It’s a loss to me.” 

She believed that even if she switched minds with Geng Anli, she would still have to rely 
on Shaun to help her. She didn’t know anything about manipulation. Therefore, Geng 
Anli’s power was not very attractive to her. 

Hearing this, Shaun was a little disappointed, but he doted on Paris Gildon and so did 
not force her. 

Shaun suddenly thought of someone else. “If Geng Anli won’t do, what about her 
daughter, Geng Xiqing? She is only 20 years old and very beautiful. If you swap minds 
with Geng Xiqing, you can also become the most respected person in the world. 
Moreover, you can help me deal with the Rong family in the future!” 

... 

Although the mind-transplant procedure was now possible, Shaun was not ready to 
swap minds with Rong Bailun yet. 



Firstly, it was because Rong Bailun was too difficult to deal with. It was too difficult to 
capture him. Shaun needed to work out a detailed plan first. The other reason was 
because Shaun was still worried about the safety of the procedure! 

Chapter 837: Paris Gildon Is Pregnant! 

Shaun was a very cautious person. 

He was so cautious that he had stayed in Switzerland over the past few decades and 
did not venture out at all. Instead of enjoying the prosperity of the world, he hid in the 
dark to control everything. 

Therefore, he would never use the mind-transplant procedure on himself at such an 
early stage. 

While he had already tested on a few human subjects and succeeded, Shaun was still 
worried. He had to personally witness the procedure being a success on his woman, 
Paris Gildon before he would start to deal with Rong Bailun. 

Paris Gildon seemed to be interested as well. 

“Geng Xiqing? That’s a pretty name. I like it. Do you have a photo?” 

Shaun smiled evilly. He knew that there was hope! 

… 

Suzhou, China. 

Previously, Shaun had come to the Geng family’s residence when he possessed Emily. 
Therefore, he was very confident about how to enter and hide here. 

Shaun and Paris Gildon flew straight to Suzhou. 

They snuck into the Geng family’s residence at night. There were many rooms in the 
Geng family’s residence, especially empty rooms. Basically, the ratio of empty rooms to 
residents was very high. 

Shaun chose a suitable empty room to hide in and stayed there with Paris Gildon for a 
week. 

For the past week, Shaun happily recuperated in this room with Paris Gildon. A week 
later, Shaun held Paris Gildon’s hand and swaggered out of the room. 

Shaun already had all the Geng family servants in the vicinity under his control. 



 

Madam Geng and her family would not come to this area at all, so Shaun could rest 
here at peace. Stretching his body, Shaun looked at the sunlight above his head. 

“What a beautiful day. It’s a good day for doing cheerful activities. Paris, I’ve already 
asked around. Geng Xiqing paints in the studio every afternoon at this time. She stays 
there for the entire afternoon. She seems to be quite obsessed. I remember you saying 
that when you were 20 years old, you took on modeling jobs every day and took photos 
until two or three in the morning, right? 

“Look, this is the difference between a top-notch rich lady and an employee. While 
you’re working hard to earn money for the future, she’s already standing at the front of 
the line and enjoying life.” 

Paris Gildon was a girl from an ordinary family. She was discovered by a talent scout 
because of her beauty. She started out as a model and gradually developed to become 
an artiste. 

Looking at the luxurious courtyard in front of her, she was also very jealous. 

“I didn’t expect this entire town to belong to the Geng family. It is too blissful to be born 
into such a family! I want to have such a fate too!” 

Shaun smiled. “Let’s go. I’ll bring you to Geng Xiqing and let you replace her!” 

Just as Shaun was about to step out, Paris Gildon suddenly vomited. 

“Urgh…” 

Paris Gildon appeared rather ill. 

“What are you…” 

Shaun sensed that something was wrong with her. 

But soon enough, Paris Gildon composed herself and was soon looking well again. 
However, she still looked like she had something on her mind. 

“Master Shaun, I took a pregnancy test this morning. I’m pregnant with your child… this 
is my first pregnancy. I really want to give birth to this child and be his mother. Master 
Shaun, can I not swap minds with Geng Xiqing?” 

Smack! 

Shaun was very angry and slapped Paris Gildon. 



“B*tch! Why don’t you look in the mirror? What right do you have to be by my side as my 
woman? You’re only valuable to me if you switch minds with Geng Xiqing!” 

Paris Gildon knew that. 

However, after she knew that she was pregnant, she was suddenly filled with maternal 
love. 

“But Master Shaun, don’t you want to see your child born? You’re not young anymore. 
Are you really not planning to have a child?” 

Shaun was indeed not young anymore. He had a wife before, but he did not have any 
children. 

In response, Shaun said angrily, “In the future, all my children will have noble blood! 
They will not have ordinary genes like yours! After Rong Bailun and I swap minds, I will 
bear enough children to form a soccer team! Hehe, when the time comes, you can have 
a child with me as Geng Xiqing. Geng Anli will also become my mother-in-law.” 

It turned out that Shaun didn’t have any children because of this dream. He wanted to 
truly become a member of the secret families. He wanted to have children with the 
noble genes of the secret families! 

“Alright, stop talking nonsense. Come with me to find Geng Xiqing!” 

Shaun dragged Paris Gildon to the studio where Geng Xiqing was. 

Geng Xiqing was addicted to painting. She had studied under American oil painting 
master David Lefert since she was a child. Although she was still very young, her oil 
painting skills were already extraordinary. 

She required absolute silence when she was painting. Therefore, her bodyguards and 
servants were not allowed to be in the studio with her. 

This gave Shaun the perfect opportunity. He and Paris Gildon easily walked into the 
studio. 

Meanwhile, Geng Xiqing was focused on her painting and did not notice their arrival. 

Shaun was not in a hurry to kidnap her. It was too easy to deal with a little girl. Instead, 
he picked up a painting that Geng Xiqing had drawn. 

The painting looked familiar. It was in a Swiss-style castle. A handsome man was 
holding the hand of a European blonde, and leaping out of the window. Behind them, a 
group of bad people was chasing them. 



“A hero saving a damsel in distress?” 

Shaun thought that this was just an ordinary painting of a hero saving a beauty, but he 
suddenly realized that the word “Steele” was written on this man’s clothes. 

... 

“Steele? Jordan Steele? This is Jordan and Lota!” 

Schmid suddenly realized that this castle was the castle of the Swiss Schmid family that 
he had lived in for many years. This scene was the time when Jordan had secretly 
sneaked in to save Lota when Shaun and his wife were out! 

After Shaun returned, he specially checked the surveillance cameras. Jordan and Lota 
had indeed jumped out of the window. 

Shaun was a little puzzled. How did Geng Xiqing know the details? 

She wasn’t around at that time! 

“Get out.” 

Geng Xiqing commanded, but she was still focused on her painting and did not look up. 
She had heard someone coming into the room, but she thought it was just one of her 
servants. 

Shaun walked over with the painting. 

“Geng Xiqing, how did you know that Jordan and Lota jumped out of the window of my 
home?” 

Only then did Geng Xiqing realize that two strangers had barged into the studio! 

She instinctively took a step back and her brush fell to the ground. 

“Who are you? Why do you say that the Schmid family castle is your home? Are you… 
that demon?” 

Chapter 838: Evil Plan A Success! 

Shaun chuckled. “Why do you people from the eight great families like to call me a 
demon? Who gave me this title? I don’t like it very much.” 

Due to Shaun’s wicked actions, the people from the eight great families all treated him 
like he was an evil demon. 



Geng Xiqing realized that the man in front of her was the “demon” Shaun who had 
controlled the Schmid family for decades. She immediately panicked and was very 
afraid. 

Edging towards the window, and tried to open the window and shout for help. 

“Help…” 

Would Shaun give her a chance to alert her bodyguards? 

A small cat flew out. Shaun used a rope to tie the cat’s neck and pulled hard. 

Geng Xiqing, who was already at the window, suddenly retreated from the window and 
fell to the ground. 

Shaun walked over and said to Geng Xiqing, “Stop struggling. I’ve been hiding here for 
seven days, just biding my time. Do you think I’ll act rashly? No one will save you, 
child.” 

Geng Xiqing hated him, but there was nothing she could do. 

Shaun continued to admire the painting. Geng Xiqing’s painting skills could be said to 
be at the master level. Shaun found it pleasing to the eye. 

“You haven’t answered me yet. How did you know about what happened at my home? 
Were you there too?” 

Geng Xiqing was still on the ground. “Lota told me,” she said resentfully. “Lota and I are 
good friends. We often talk in the virtual world.” 

This wasn’t too surprising. Geng Xiqing and Lota were about the same age. They were 
both daughters of the eight great families, and equally cute-looking. It was no surprise 
they had become friends. 

Shaun was enlightened. “So it was Lota who told you. I should have expected that 
you’re good friends with her. Hehe, speaking of which, Lota is half my daughter. I raised 
her myself!” 

 

As he said this, Shaun actually looked very proud when he spoke about Lota. 

Geng Xiqing spat out and said disdainfully, “You demon, don’t think I don’t know that 
you didn’t treat Lota as your daughter. If Jordan hadn’t saved her in time, Lota would 
have been tainted by you!” 



Shaun laughed. “Wow, you know that too? It seems that you and Lota are indeed very 
good friends, not bad. Well, it’s indeed my greatest regret that I didn’t get Lota. But you 
look good too. Perhaps you can replace Lota and help me make up for this regret.” 

Geng Xiqing spat in Shaun’s face. 

“Dream on!” 

Geng Xiqing was furious. 

Shaun was not angry. He wiped the saliva from his face with a tissue and shook his 
head. “Tsk, tsk, tsk. It seems that descendants of the eight great families aren’t very 
cultured. They’re not even as civilized as the people from my small town. Nobody spits 
in the faces of others. At most, they’ll just spit on the ground.” 

Shaun did not take Geng Xiqing’s rejection to heart at all. 

Paris Gildon would be swapping minds with Geng Xiqing soon. By then, Geng Xiqing’s 
body would be completely controlled by her. She was Shaun’s woman. He could sleep 
with Geng Xiqing’s body anytime he wanted then. 

Shaun had taken a fancy to Geng Xiqing’s body and identity. He had decided to let 
Paris Gildon swap minds with her! 

Bang! 

Shaun knocked Geng Xiqing unconscious and carried her out of the Geng residence. 

Shaun did not leave Suzhou. Instead, he got his team to move all the equipment and 
materials needed for the mind-transplant procedure here. He wanted to complete the 
mind-transplant procedure here and let the new “Geng Xiqing” return to the Geng 
residence to work for him. 

When Geng Xiqing woke up again, she found herself lying on the operating table with 
her hands and feet cuffed, unable to move. 

Geng Xiqing was terrified. “You demon! What are you doing to me! Let me go! Do you 
know who my mother is?! If my mother finds out that you want to kill me, she won’t let 
you off!” 

Shaun chuckled. “Who said I wanted to kill Madam Geng’s daughter? Geng Xiqing will 
live on, but you will die.” 

Geng Xiqing didn’t understand what Shaun meant and looked at him in confusion. 

Wasn’t she Geng Xiqing? 



Why did he say that Geng Xiqing would live on but she would die? 

Shaun said, “Let me ask you a question. Answer me honestly. What’s the secret of your 
Geng family? What weapons do you have that can fight against the Rong family?” 

Geng Xiqing was a stubborn girl. Shaun had abducted her, why would she willingly tell 
him the secrets? 

“Let me go, you b*stard! I won’t tell you anything!” 

However, Shaun was not in a hurry. “It’s fine if you don’t say it now. I’ll ask you again 
after Paris Gildon becomes you. I believe you’ll be willing to say anything when the time 
comes.” 

Geng Xiqing had yet to witness Shaun’s terrifying methods. She would definitely tell him 
everything she knew after she experienced them. 

Shaun instructed the laboratory staff, “Start the process for Paris Gildon and Geng’s 
mind-transplant procedure. I’ll come back here in two days.” 

“Yes!” 

… 

Two days later. 

When Shaun came back, Paris Gildon and Geng Xiqing’s mind-transplant procedure 
had already been successfully completed. The two of them had also adapted to their 
new bodies. 

The first person Shaun saw was “Geng Xiqing”. She was now Paris Gildon. 

“Master Shaun!” 

The new Geng Xiqing happily threw herself into Shaun’s arms. 

“Hahahaha…” Shaun reached out and cupped Geng Xiqing’s cute face. He could do 
anything to her now! Two days ago, Geng Xiqing was very resistant. But now? She was 
at his mercy! 

... 

“How is it, Paris? Do you like this body?” Shaun asked. 



“Paris Gildon” nodded. “I like it very much. Geng Xiqing is so beautiful and young. If I 
use this body to make my way in Hollywood, I’m confident that I’ll be even more popular 
than Scarlett Johansson!” 

Shaun shook his head in disappointment. “You’re just a foolish woman who only knows 
the entertainment industry. You’re Madam Geng’s daughter now. What do you need 
Hollywood for? That’s something only low-level women do! I want you to practice being 
Geng Xiqing from today onwards. Speech pattern, actions, painting and everything else. 
Do you understand?” 

“Paris Gildon” nodded. “Okay, I’ll listen to Master Shaun.” 

Shaun looked at Geng Xiqing’s cute face and couldn’t control himself. He held her hand 
and said, “Let’s go, baby. Serve me for a few hours first. Later, I’ll ask the real Geng 
Xiqing about her family secret!” 

Chapter 839: I’ve Let Jordan Down! 

Geng Xiqing was both cool and cute, valiant and beautiful. Her personality was similar 
to Lota’s. But since her body was occupied by Paris Gildon, Geng Xiqing’s personality 
changed. 

From a cute little girl, she had become a bold and unrestrained woman who had been in 
the entertainment industry for many years. 

The new “Geng Xiqing” was very happy to serve Shaun for several hours. 

Shaun was very satisfied and pleased. He finally got another young girl to make up for 
his regret over Lota. He smiled at “Geng Xiqing” while getting dressed, then he grabbed 
her short hair roughly and smiled. 

“Hahaha, if Geng Anli finds out that I slept with her daughter, she’ll be so angry that 
she’ll put out a kill order on me. That kid, Geng Weilun, probably won’t let me off either.” 

Geng Xiqing was not a simple girl. Her background was too impressive. Only someone 
as confident as Shaun would dare to target her. Anyone else who touched Geng Xiqing 
would die an ugly death. 

As “Geng Xiqing” was putting on her clothes, Shaun asked. 

“Paris, does your head feel uncomfortable? Do you feel that your mind is incompatible 
with this body?” 

Paris Gildon answered, “I felt very uncomfortable right after the surgery. I couldn’t even 
walk. I’m much better now as long as I don’t look in the mirror.” 



She still felt very unaccustomed whenever she looked in the mirror and saw another 
person looking back at her. In serious cases, she would feel dizzy. 

Shaun nodded. “Yes, if you feel any discomfort, you must inform me immediately!” 

After all, he was going to swap minds with Rong Bailun next. Therefore, he was very 
concerned about Paris Gildon’s post-procedure health. The moment she had any 
adverse side effects, Shaun would suspend his plan to undergo the mind-transplant 
procedure. 

“Yes, Master Shaun,” Paris Gildon answered obediently. 

Shaun put on his clothes and smiled. “Let’s go, baby. Come with me to interrogate the 
old you!” 

Shaun was referring to the real Geng Xiqing, who now occupied Paris Gildon’s body. 

 

They came to a room. As they approached, they heard smashing sounds, as if 
someone was throwing something. 

There was also a woman’s voice. Shaun was very familiar with this voice. It was Paris 
Gildon, who was now Geng Xiqing. 

Shaun pushed the door open and entered. Seeing that the room was pitch-black, he 
turned on the lights. He saw “Paris Gildon”, whose hair was in a mess and smashing 
things crazily. 

Shaun smiled. “What’s wrong, Ms. Xiqing? Why are you so irritable? Are you 
dissatisfied with the new body I’ve arranged for you? Have they not let you see your 
current appearance? You’re a great beauty now. Someone, bring a large mirror over 
and let Ms. Xiqing admire her current beauty!” 

“No! No mirrors! I don’t want to see mirrors!” 

Geng Xiqing was screaming wildly. 

Previously, she had seen her new self in the mirror and realized that she had changed 
from a cute Chinese girl to an older Caucasian woman. 

Although Paris Gildon was considered a celebrity, her acting career had too many 
scandals. Many people hated her. Moreover, her indecent photos were the most famous 
part of her now. 



In addition, Geng Xiqing was from the great Geng family and was very proud of her 
noble status and Chinese heritage. How could she take it now that she had suddenly 
turned into an older American actress who had a notorious reputation? 

Geng Xiqing finally knew how powerful Shaun was. She no longer dared to resist him. 
She knelt in front of him and cried. 

“Please, change me back. I don’t want to be this woman. Please change me back. I’ll do 
anything you want! I can sleep with you. I can do anything for you! As long as you 
change me back!” 

Shaun laughed out loud. “Hahaha… too late. I’ve already slept with your body just now!” 

At this moment, Paris Gildon walked in. 

Paris Gildon occupied Geng Xiqing’s body now. When the real Geng Xiqing saw her, 
she got up angrily and wanted to kill her. 

But Shaun’s subordinates stopped her. 

“Give it back! Give me back my body! You demons!” 

Geng Xiqing cried and screamed. 

Shaun smiled. “Geng Xiqing, I didn’t expect you to still be a virgin at the age of 20. Tsk, 
tsk, tsk. Top-notch families are indeed different. Their upbringing is much better, unlike 
ordinary commoners who start dating as early as middle school. Hehe, I’m very honored 
to be your first man. Hahahaha, you cherished your virginity for so long, only to have me 
take advantage in the end! You never expected that, right?” 

Geng Xiqing realized that her original body was already ruined by Shaun. 

She cried with hatred and indignance. 

Shaun walked forward and watched as her tears flowed down her cheeks. He continued 
to say hurtful words. 

“I noticed that you stay in the studio every afternoon and all your paintings are related to 
Jordan. If I’m not wrong, you like Jordan, right? Hehe, did you wish your first man to be 
Jordan? Hahaha, what to do? I’ve snatched your virginity away now. Hahahaha! Jordan, 
this is retribution! You took away my Lota, so I’ll take away your Geng Xiqing!” 

Shaun behaved like he had gotten his revenge, but he was just consoling himself. 

Actually, Jordan did not like Geng Xiqing at all. He barely noticed this girl. 



Geng Xiqing’s love for him was unrequited. 

Nevertheless, Jordan would still be very angry if he knew that Shaun had bullied a girl 
who liked him. 

“Enough, stop talking. Please don’t mention Jordan’s name. I feel like I let him down!” 

Geng Xiqing wailed. There was nothing she could do about what had happened. She 
wasn’t even Geng Xiqing anymore. Her body was Paris Gildon. 

Geng Xiqing’s identity and status was no longer hers. 

Shaun snorted coldly. “Another b*tch who was charmed by that brat Jordan! Those who 
like Jordan are all b*tches! Why don’t you like me? I’m the big shot who will dominate 
the world in the future! He was just lucky enough to be the Deity. Without the abilities of 
a Deity, he’s nothing! What right does he have to compare to me?!” 

Geng Xiqing exclaimed out loud. 

“What did you say? Jordan… is a Deity Jordan? He’s the new Deity?” 

Now that Geng Xiqing was under his control, Shaun was not afraid to tell her the truth. 

... 

“That’s right. Jordan is the new Deity. He helped me complete the mind-transplant 
procedure in just half a year. He’s also partly responsible for the fact that you are now 
Paris Gildon!” 

Chapter 840: The Geng Family Secret! 

Geng Xiqing’s mouth fell open in utter disbelief. 

Jordan was indeed the man Geng Xiqing liked. She had always been curious about him. 
After all, the two significant women in Geng Xiqing’s life both liked Jordan. This made 
her deeply interested in him. 

The two women were her good friend Lota and her mother Geng Anli. 

When Geng Xiqing and Lota chatted, Lota often talked about Jordan. Gradually, under 
Lota’s influence, Geng Xiqing also felt that Jordan was a very charming man. She 
became a little interested in him. 

However, she never expected Jordan to be the new Deity! 



Geng Xiqing was completely dumbstruck but Shaun didn’t pay much attention to it. He 
just asked his subordinate to bring a stool over. After sitting down, he crossed his legs 
and said to Geng Xiqing. 

“Now, let me ask you again. What exactly is your Geng family’s secret weapon? How 
can your family fight against the Rong family?!” 

Geng Xiqing still wished to have her body back so she asked, “If I tell you, can you 
change me back?” 

Shaun snorted. “With your current situation, you still think you can bargain with me?” 

Geng Xiqing bit her lip. She knew that Shaun was very vicious and finally relented. 

“Alright, I’ll tell you. I’ll tell you the secret of the Geng family! We dabbled in laser 
weapons as well. We’re not inferior to the Addington family. However, our core focus is 
paper bombs!” 

“Paper bombs!” 

Shaun was about to light a cigarette when he heard this. He was stunned. “What do you 
mean by paper bombs?” 

“Our family built the world’s largest paper mill.” Geng Xiqing explained. “We’ve also 
bought almost all the paper mills in the world. The paper we make is distributed all over 
the world, especially to the Rong family territory and the US.” 

Shaun continued holding his cigarette and did not light it for a long time. He frowned 
seriously. 

 

“Why specifically the Rong family and the US? What level of damage can these paper 
bombs produce?!” Shaun asked seriously. 

He suddenly remembered meeting Jordan the last time he possessed Emily. Jordan 
immediately realized that the paper on Geng Anli’s table might have a hidden use. 

Shaun didn’t think much of it at that time. He felt that even if there was something about 
that paper, it wouldn’t be of much significance. He didn’t expect it to be the core 
invention of the Geng family. 

Geng Xiqing said, “My mother has always regarded the Rong family and the US as the 
greatest threats. Therefore, we have to store as much paper as possible in these 
territories. That way, we can have a guarantee!” 



Shaun immediately understood. If those papers could explode, they would be a direct 
threat to the Rong family and the US! 

Shaun threw his unlit cigarette to the ground and asked, “These papers can be 
detonated? How powerful are they?” 

Shaun did not doubt that these papers had already infiltrated deep into the Rong family 
territory and the US. 

After all, who didn’t have papers at home? 

Books, magazines, contract documents and even cardboard boxes were indispensable 
items. 

Geng Xiqing replied, “A single piece of paper doesn’t have much power. The power lies 
in the chain reaction and multiplier effect. As long as there’s enough paper, the 
explosive force power will double with every minute that passes. There won’t be just 
one explosion. There will be multiple explosions, each more powerful than the one 
before. My mother said that at its maximum, our paper bombs can eliminate a small 
country. Not a single blade of grass will grow again on the soil. No one will be left alive.” 

Shaun gasped. It seemed that he had underestimated those papers. He didn’t expect a 
small piece of paper to have such terrifying power when stacked together! 

“There is no defense? I mean, can’t we use some fire extinguishers to neutralize them?” 
Shaun asked. 

Geng Xiqing said, “Impossible. These papers are made of the most special material in 
the world. The detonation chemicals are also very stable and cannot be neutralized. Or 
at least, our family has researched for 20 years but has yet to come up with anything 
that can stop our paper bombs. 

“Once ignited, the only solution is to run.” 

Shaun clicked his tongue in wonder. “How terrifying! The Geng family is indeed only 
second to the Rongs. They are indeed something! Hehe, looks like you’ve been 
guarding against the Rong family. You’ve been supplying the most paper to them. Are 
you thinking of fighting them one day?” 

Geng said, “We’re just protecting ourselves. My mother said that the Rong family is 
unfathomable. The Geng family is probably more than a hundred years behind them. 
We don’t dare to compete with them at all. We just hope that they won’t attack us.” 

Shaun couldn’t help feeling nervous when he heard this. 

Madam Geng actually said that they were a hundred years behind the Rong family? 



To be honest, these paper bombs were already terrifying to Shaun. If the Geng family 
wanted to kill Shaun, no matter where he went in the city, he would most likely be killed. 

And Rong Bailun was much more powerful. Shaun was now worried that he wouldn’t be 
able to capture Rong Bailun and swap minds with him. However, this also strengthened 
his resolve to take Rong Bailun’s place and control the Rong family! 

Shaun walked toward Geng Xiqing and said seriously, “Tell me how to detonate the 
paper!” 

If Shaun knew how to detonate these papers, he could detonate the papers in the Rong 
family’s residence and create a major distraction! 

At that time, Shaun could take advantage of the chaos to capture Rong Bailun alive to 
swap minds with him. After that, he could officially take over the Rong family! 

Geng Xiqing shook her head. “I don’t know. Mom never told me.” 

Smack! 

Shaun slapped her face and asked anxiously, “Are you going to tell me or not?” 

Geng Xiqing felt very aggrieved. “I really don’t know, I swear! My mother never tells me 
any of these military secrets. She’s afraid I’ll accidentally cause trouble.” 

On second thought, what Geng Xiqing said made sense. 

Geng Xiqing was still a young girl after all. What if she impulsively decided to detonate 
the paper planted in the Rong family just because she was in a bad mood one day? 

Shaun chuckled. “Is that so? Since you don’t know, fine. You’re no longer of any use. 
You can die now.” 

“Men, send her on her way!” 

Shaun was going to kill Geng Xiqing! 

“No! Don’t kill her!” 

... 

While Geng Xiqing was kneeling on the ground and crying, Paris Gildon pleaded with 
Shaun. 

Chapter 841: I Want This Child To Be Born! 



Paris Gildon, who had already transformed into “Geng Xiqing”, looked at her former self, 
the 29-year-old body she took care of every day. Her heart ached. 

As Geng Xiqing cried, Paris Gildon felt terrible too! 

Paris Gildon had been standing at the side and looking at Geng Xiqing. In a moment of 
weakness, Paris Gildon assumed her old identity. Paris Gildon was an actress and it 
was as if she was watching a television drama and saw her character suffering. 

Paris Gildon grabbed Shaun’s arm and begged. 

“Master Shaun, please don’t kill her. She’s using my previous body after all! Isn’t killing 
her equivalent to killing me?” 

Shaun didn’t have much attachment to Paris Gildon’s body. He just smiled. 

“Silly girl. What are you talking about? You’re Geng Xiqing now. Geng Xiqing is you. 
Your previous body has nothing to do with you.” 

“No.” Paris Gildon shook her head, tears were about to flow uncontrollably. “That’s still 
my 29-year-old body. Moreover, I’ve always felt that I’m one of the most beautiful 
female celebrities in the world! I’ve taken care of myself meticulously and maintained 
my figure and beauty. I can’t let you kill her and turn my body into a rotting corpse! 
Besides, our child is still in that body.” 

Shaun was a little annoyed now. He scolded loudly. 

“I already told you that’s not our child! Our child will be of noble blood! When I become 
Rong Bailun, I will impregnate you with a child. That will be our real child! Not this 
ordinary b*stard!” 

Shaun actually called his child a b*stard. It seemed like he looked down on his 
background. Although his abilities were unparalleled in the world, he had always blamed 
the world for being unfair and hated his fate! 

He wanted to be born into a wealthy, noble family like the eight secret families. He 
wanted to be like Jordan and date the daughters of wealthy families and travel the 
world. 

However, his real family scurried about in the dark. His family relied on despicable 
methods to survive and Shaun had lived in the shadows since he was born. He had no 
friends. 

This caused his personality to be very twisted. 

Now, he finally had a chance to change his fate. 



 

He swore that any child of his would not inherit the Handley family’s powerful but dark 
methods. Instead, he hoped that his child could be an upright member of a noble family. 

Paris Gildon didn’t dare to refute Shaun. She knelt on the ground. “Master Shaun, 
please don’t kill the old me on account of me serving you wholeheartedly this year.” 

Shaun looked at Geng Xiqing and Paris Gildon. He was also reluctant to let Paris Gildon 
down. 

“Alright, I can spare her for the time being. However, the child in her stomach must not 
be born! That ordinary b*stard with my old genes is not worthy of inheriting my 
kingdom!” 

With that, Shaun stormed out angrily. 

Only Paris Gildon and Geng Xiqing were left in the room. The two of them looked at 
their past selves with mixed feelings. It was an unthinkable scene. 

Paris Gildon had transformed into Geng Xiqing. Although she had transformed from a 
pheasant into a phoenix, she still missed her past self very much. 

It was like someone playing a video game and feeling that their current character wasn’t 
powerful enough. They might spend money to rent an account with a more powerful 
character to play for a few hours. 

Perhaps the rented character was better equipped and had a higher level. As a result, 
the player could win against all his opponents and experience a sense of 
accomplishment. 

However, this rented character was not cultivated by the player and he would not have 
any deep feelings or attachment to it. Even if the original character he cultivated was 
very lousy, he would still feel very nostalgic. 

Geng Xiqing knew that Paris Gildon still cherished her old body. She hurriedly grabbed 
her hand and begged. 

“Ms. Gildon, I beg you to swap back our bodies. I can agree to anything you want! I’ll 
give you 100 billion, no, a trillion dollars! I’ll give you as much as you want! Aren’t you a 
celebrity? I’ll support you and make you the most famous female celebrity in the world. I 
swear, I can do it. The Geng family can make you famous all over the world in just 
minutes!” 

If Paris Gildon had met Geng Xiqing earlier and heard this, she would have been happy 
to comply. 



Paris Gildon shook her head. “I’m sorry, Geng Xiqing. It’s too late. It’s too late. I can’t 
disobey Master Shaun’s orders. He wants to use the current me to contact your mother 
and then use your family to deal with the Rong family. He won’t allow us to switch back. 
In addition, from a technical point of view, Jordan said that the mind-transplant 
procedure can only be done once. It’s impossible for us to change back now.” 

Geng Xiqing was disappointed. “Jordan really said that?” 

Paris Gildon nodded. “Yes, there’s no need for me to lie to you. Perhaps in the future, 
things will be different. But currently, we can only swap minds once. It’s useless for you 
to beg me. It can’t be done. If we force it, we’ll both die.” 

Geng Xiqing slumped down, looking very defeated. She believed that Paris Gildon 
would not lie to her. 

It was not that she felt that Paris Gildon was a good person, but she believed Paris 
Gildon wouldn’t lie to her old face. 

For a moment, Geng Xiqing sat as still as a deflated balloon. 

Paris Gildon took Geng Xiqing’s hand. “Can you do me a favor?” 

Geng Xiqing said nothing. She couldn’t go back to her old self and Paris Gildon still 
wanted her to help her? 

Why would Geng Xiqing help someone who had done this to her? 

However, Geng Xiqing was very curious about what Paris Gildon wanted. She had 
already become like this. How could she help her? 

Paris Gildon said, “Before we switched minds, I was pregnant with a child. Although 
Master Shaun doesn’t want this child, I really hope to see it born! Regardless of what 
Shaun thinks, our child will be beautiful! I’ve always wanted to have a daughter. I am 
guessing it will be a girl. My daughter will be as beautiful as me. No, she will be even 
more beautiful than me! 

“My daughter will enter the entertainment industry. She will definitely be the number one 
beauty in the entertainment industry! I hope that my daughter can accomplish the things 
I failed to achieve in my life! 

“When I entered the entertainment industry, I had no money or status. In order to rise to 
the top, to be cast in the movies and to be the female lead, I had to sleep with those big 
bosses, producers and directors. But in the end, I was destroyed by some scandals. I 
could have become a big star! My daughter doesn’t need to pay such a price. I can 
pave the way for her. She just needs to follow the path. 



“Geng Xiqing, can you help me… give birth to my child?” 

Chapter 842: Help Me Give Birth To The Child! 

Although Paris Gildon was now a noble daughter of the Geng family, she still had 
feelings for her previous body. Regarding their original bodies, her opinion diverged 
from Shaun’s and she treated hers very differently. 

For example, Shaun did not cherish his body at all. Sometimes, he wouldn’t wash his 
face or hair for days. It didn’t matter if he was fat or thin. 

In his opinion, he would be abandoning this body sooner or later. He didn’t take it 
seriously at all. 

It was different for Paris Gildon. Ever since she entered the entertainment industry, she 
had been using face masks every day. She also used the best skincare products, did 
yoga and went on strict diets to maintain her figure. 

She had a lot of feelings for her body because she had put a lot of effort into it. 

Most importantly, her original body was pregnant. She wanted this child! 

Geng Xiqing was also a smart girl. She didn’t dwell on the misery of what had already 
happened. When she saw that Paris Gildon needed her help, she immediately 
discussed terms with her. 

“As long as you let me go home, I promise to help you give birth to the baby!” Geng 
Xiqing negotiated. 

Paris Gildon shook her head. “Geng Xiqing, you’re so naive. How could I let you go 
home? If I let you go home, you will tell your mother everything. Wouldn’t I be in danger 
then? If Master Shaun finds out, not only will he kill you, he will kill me too!” 

Geng Xiqing thought for a moment. It really did seem impossible for Paris Gilden to let 
her go home. But then again, she could find a way home herself! 

Geng Xiqing said gently, “Paris, since fate had us swap bodies, I have no choice but to 
accept it. You’re prettier than me. There’s nothing about this body I’m not satisfied with. 
It’s just that it’s too boring for me to stay here alone. You know that I like to draw. 
There’s a white box in my studio. It contains all my drawing tools and materials. Can 
you help me bring that box over?” 

Paris Gildon immediately agreed. “No problem! That’s an easy task. I can have the box 
sent to you now! Geng Xiqing, this is great. It’s great that you’re willing to help me. Just 
stay here and paint and take care of the baby. I’ll provide you with the best food. You 
must help me give birth to the child.” 



Geng Xiqing gave a fake smile and nodded. “Yes. Can I acknowledge my daughter as 
my goddaughter after she’s born? Your daughter must be very beautiful.” 

Paris Gildon lowered her guard even more and smiled happily. “Silly girl, after your 
daughter is born, you will be her biological mother. I should be the godmother.” 

The two of them didn’t say anything else. Paris Gildon instructed the guards to give 
Geng Xiqing the best treatment. She then went to meet up with Shaun. 

 

At this moment, Shaun was already planning his next move. Seeing that Shaun was 
busy planning something, Paris Gildon walked over and asked. 

“Master Shaun, what are you planning?” 

Shaun smiled. “The mind-transplant procedure has proven to be a success. Including 
you, there are already 10 successful trial cases. The procedures went smoothly and 
there are no adverse side effects. I have to thank Jordan for this. His work is flawless! 
And now, we know the secret weapon of the Geng family. We also know that they have 
planted paper bombs in the Rong family. Everything is perfect. 

“I’ve decided to detonate the paper bombs that the Geng family has delivered to Rong 
Bailun. When the two families are at war, I’ll sneak in and capture Rong Bailun to 
complete the mind-transplant procedure with him!” 

Paris Gildon knew that this had always been Shaun’s dream. She praised him and 
asked. 

“But how do we detonate the paper bombs? The only person who knows how to do it is 
Madam Geng. And maybe her son. Do we have to deal with Madam Geng?” 

Shaun shook his head. “That old woman is very shrewd. Let’s start with her son, Geng 
Weilun, first. Go back to the Geng residence now. Help me lure Geng Weilun to this 
place…” 

… 

A few hours later, Paris Gildon walked briskly through the town where the Geng family 
lived. 

“Hello, Ms. Xiqing!” 

“Ms. Xiqing is so beautiful today. Are you going to the studio again?” 



“Ah, the honorable Ms. Xiqing. Yesterday, my wife asked if you would like to visit us, 
whenever it is convenient for you.” 

Paris Gildon was in Geng Xiqing’s body now, so many of the commoners took the 
initiative to greet her as she walked around. 

She enjoyed this feeling of nobility very much! 

With a smile on her face, Paris Gildon went to the studio first and found the white box 
Geng Xiqing had mentioned. 

She casually went through it. There were many miscellaneous things in the box. Most of 
them were tools and materials needed for painting. 

Paris Gildon did not examine every single item closely. She knew nothing about 
painting. 

Carrying the box, Paris Gildon walked out and handed it to a servant who was under 
Shaun’s control. She instructed him. 

“Take this back and give it to Geng Xiqing.” 

“Yes!” 

Paris Gildon looked happily at the bright sunlight and muttered to herself. 

“Geng Xiqing, if I help you, you have to help me too. Don’t worry, I’ll be a good Geng 
Xiqing and be filial to your mother.” 

With this thought in mind, Paris Gildon walked to an underground laboratory and found 
Geng Weilun. 

“Brother!” 

Paris Gildon imitated Geng Weilun’s usual playful manner and tapped Geng Weilun on 
the shoulder from behind. 

Geng Weilun turned around and asked, “Xiqing? Where did you go yesterday? Mom 
was looking for you but she couldn’t find you. We were so worried.” 

Paris Gildon smiled. “I went out for a couple of days.” 

Geng Weilun said, “Next time you go out, tell Mom in advance first, okay?” 

“Got it, Brother,” Paris Gildon replied obediently before continuing. “Brother, I’m in a 
relationship!” 



“What?” Geng Weilun exclaimed. “I thought you said you didn’t want to date until you 
were 25.” 

Paris Gildon had already prepared her lines. “What to do? I already met the right guy. I 
can’t control myself.” 

Geng Weilun frowned as if he hated to see his sister fall in love. 

“Who is that man? Is he from one of the eight great families?” 

... 

Paris Gildon shook her head. 

Geng Weilun was even more displeased. “Break it off. It won’t work. You’re destined to 
marry Rong Bailun’s son. Mom won’t compromise on a marriage alliance with the Rong 
family.” 

Paris Gildon pouted, still very much in character. After all, she was an actress, and she 
played out Geng Xiqing’s indignance to the fullest. 

Paris Gildon said, “This boyfriend of mine is amazing. He said that he’s an American 
Kenpo expert, but I don’t know if it’s true. Brother, you’re very knowledgeable. Can you 
help me verify if he’s the real deal?” 
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Chapter 843: Geng Weilun Was Kidnapped! 

“American Kenpo? Is your boyfriend American?” 

Geng Weilun was shocked. 

Paris Gildon nodded. “Yes, yes. Mommy is so happy with Jordan so it has piqued my 
interest in American men.” 

Geng Weilun was speechless. “How can American Kenpo be compared to our Chinese 
Kung Fu? You are from a secret family in China. You are a disgrace to our Chinese 
heritage.” 

“Have you slept with him?” 

Paris Gildon did not lie about this. She nodded shyly. 

Geng Weilun became even angrier. “Damn American punk! How dare he seduce my 
sister! Where is he? I’ll beat this b*stard to death!” 



Paris Gildon was thrilled. She didn’t look like she felt sorry for her boyfriend at all. “He’s 
in Miami Beach!” 

Soon after, Geng Weilun flew to Miami Beach with Paris Gildon on his private jet. 

The weather was good today and there were many people on the beach. Umbrellas of 
various colors were propped up in the sand. Men and women were lying under them, 
enjoying themselves. 

There were also people swimming in the sea or doing some sea sports. 

There was a luxurious yacht parked in the nearby waters. No one dared to swim over 
here. 

“Brother, my boyfriend is on that yacht!” 

Paris Gildon tugged at Geng Weilun excitedly. 

Geng Weilun nodded. “Let’s go. I’ll teach that b*stard a lesson!” 

 

Geng Weilun headed toward the yacht and his bodyguards followed. Seeing this, Paris 
Gildon quickly said, “Brother, he’s just an ordinary man. You don’t have to bring so 
many subordinates with you, right? I’m afraid he’ll be scared away.” 

Geng Weilun trusted his sister 100%, so he was not on guard. 

“Alright, the two of you can follow me. The rest of you, wait here.” 

“Yes!” 

Geng Weilun and Paris Gildon boarded Shaun’s yacht with two bodyguards. 

The yacht was huge and luxurious. Geng Weilun thought there would be many people 
on it. At the very least, this guy should have a bunch of underlings. 

Of course, even if this guy had a hundred lackeys, they were just commoners and would 
be no match to Geng Weilun. However, after boarding, Geng Weilun realized that the 
yacht was empty. 

“Brother, he’s at the top.” 

Paris Gildon guided him to the top with ease. 



At this moment, Shaun was standing with his hands behind his back. His back was 
facing the entrance to the top floor as he looked into the distant sea. 

Seeing this pitiful back view of a slight man who exuded not much masculinity, Geng 
Weilun felt a burst of anger. 

How could his precious sister marry such a person? 

Geng Weilun shouted at Shaun, “You’re the b*stard who seduced my sister and claimed 
to be an American Kenpo expert? The one who took her virginity?” 

But Shaun continued to admire the scenery and did not respond. 

Geng Weilun was furious. “Answer me! Can’t you hear me?” 

Geng Weilun was standing close enough to the man and he was speaking very loudly. 
The wind and waves were also relatively calm now. There was no way the man couldn’t 
hear him. 

As a result, Geng Weilun knew that the man was deliberately ignoring him and he 
became very angry at this blatant show of disrespect. 

Geng Weilun signaled his two men, indicating them to come forward. 

“Since you don’t want to talk, I won’t give you a chance to. Beat him up and throw him 
into the sea.” 

“Yes!” 

Although Geng Weilun’s two subordinates were men who could defeat 10 opponents 
each, they were simply rookies in front of someone like Shaun. 

Just as the two of them were about to approach, Shaun did something and the men 
ended up being tossed into the sea. 

“What?” 

Geng Weilun was shocked to see his two most capable subordinates instantly killed and 
thrown into the sea. 

“Who the hell are you!” 

Geng Weilun was panicking. 

Shaun slowly turned around. 



“Mr. Geng, long time no see.” 

Shaun smiled evilly. 

Geng Weilun was shocked when he finally saw Shaun’s face. “You’re… you’re Shaun! 
Damn it!” 

Geng Weilun recognized Shaun and knew that he was an extremely dangerous person. 
Even Rong Bailun regarded him as a huge threat. He immediately took something that 
looked like a box of gum from his pocket. 

Swoosh! 

A dart immediately shot out from Shaun’s hand, hitting the gun box and Geng Weilun’s 
hand. He then picked up the gum box and looked at it carefully. 

... 

“This should be a distress signal transmitter, right? You wanted to send a distress signal 
to your subordinates or your mother, right?” 

Geng Weilun’s face turned even paler. He didn’t expect Shaun to know so much about 
the Geng family’s devices! 

At that moment, Geng Weilun knew then that he would not be able to escape from 
Shaun. 

He pushed Paris Gildon towards the stairway. 

“Ouch!” 

Paris Gildon did not realize that he would do this. She had not fully adapted to her new 
body yet. She fell down the stairs after being pushed by Geng Weilun. 

Fortunately, they were not very high up and it was just a short flight of stairs. As a result, 
she wasn’t injured. 

Geng Weilun shouted, “Xiqing, run! Go home and call Mom to save me!” 

But Paris Gildon was not the real Geng Xiqing. She would not seize this opportunity to 
escape. 

Shaun was exasperated. He was not moved by Geng Weilun’s act of putting his sister’s 
life before his own, instead, it annoyed him. 

Smack! 



Shaun walked over and slapped Geng Weilun. 

“Is there something wrong with you? Why did you push your sister? What if her face and 
her legs get damaged?” 

Shaun called out to Paris Gildon. “Darling, are you alright?” 

Paris Gildon got up and walked up the stairs again. “I’m fine, Master Shaun.” 

Shocked, Geng Weilun shouted at her, “Xiqing! Why have you come back up?! It’s 
Shaun! He’ll kill us!” 

Shaun smiled. “No need to shout anymore, Weilun. She’s not your sister, but my 
woman.” 

Geng Weilun immediately understood what was going on. No wonder he felt that Xiqing 
was a little strange today. The way she spoke and the words she used were not quite 
right. 

Geng Weilun knew that Shaun was good at controlling people and thought that Geng 
Xiqing was being controlled now. 

“B*stard, are you controlling my sister? What do you want!” 

Shaun smiled. “To be precise, my woman’s mind is now permanently in your sister’s 
body. But there’s no point in explaining all that to you now. I captured you because I 
have a question for you. How do you detonate your family’s paper bombs at Rong 
Bailun’s place?” 

Chapter 844: Geng Weilun Was Killed! 

Geng Weilun was stunned that Shaun knew about the Geng family secret. 

“How… How did you know our family secret?!” 

Geng Weilun questioned. He was even more afraid of Shaun now. 

Shaun smiled. “Of course it’s your good sister Xiqing who told me.” 

Geng Weilun immediately glared at Geng Xiqing reproachfully. 

Shaun reminded him. “No need to glare at her. She’s not your sister anymore.” 

Geng Weilun was confused. He had no idea what was going on. 



Shaun asked again, “Tell me how to detonate the paper bombs planted at Rong 
Bailun’s place!” 

Geng Weilun replied angrily, “You lowly creature, you don’t deserve to know my family 
secret! You are a despicable person who only knows how to hide in the dark! I’ll fight 
you to the death!” 

Geng Weilun wanted to use all his strength to fight against Shaun. In terms of physique, 
the tall and muscular Geng Weilun would have no problem defeating Shaun. 

However, from the way Shaun dealt with Geng Weilun’s subordinates earlier, it could be 
seen that his strength was not in his physical prowess. 

Meow! 

A black cat suddenly flew past Geng Weilun’s ear. After making eye contact with Geng 
Weilun, it flew straight to Shaun’s hand. 

Shaun grabbed the cat’s neck with his hand, strangling Geng Weilun. 

Kneeling on the ground, Geng Weilun couldn’t breathe and his face turned even paler. 

 

Shaun threatened Geng Weilun. “Tell me how to detonate the paper, or I’ll kill you!” 

Unexpectedly, Geng Weilun did not beg for mercy. He stubbornly stood his ground. 

“I… will never… tell you… you… lowly… b*stard.” 

Perhaps Geng Weilun’s words hurt Shaun’s pride. In a fit of anger, Shaun strangled the 
black cat to death. In the next second, Geng Weilun’s eyes rolled back and he fell to the 
ground. 

“Ah!” 

Paris Gildon was frightened. Her body trembled. “Master Shaun, you… you killed him?” 

Shaun was still angry. “Since he refused to tell me, why should I spare his life?! Those 
who disobey me will die!” 

Paris Gildon swallowed nervously as she looked at Geng Weilun’s body on the ground. 
She felt guilty. 

She was the one who had tricked him into coming here. She was an accomplice. 



The guilt she felt wasn’t just for Geng Weilun. She felt guilty toward Geng Xiqing as 
well. 

Geng Xiqing had just promised to help Paris Gildon give birth to her baby. And now, 
Paris Gildon had just killed Geng Xiqing’s brother. 

Perhaps, this was the price she had to pay for following Shaun. 

Even after killing Geng Weilun, Shaun was extremely composed. He was already numb 
to killing people. 

Unless he were to kill Deity Jordan or the world overlord, Rong Bailun. Otherwise, killing 
anyone else was nothing to Shaun. 

On the contrary, Shaun thought of a good plan and smiled. 

“Paris, now that Geng Weilun is dead, call his mother immediately and ask her to come 
here. Also, tell her that it was Rong Bailun who killed her son!” 

Paris Gildon was quite smart. She immediately understood Shaun’s intentions. 

“Master Shaun wants to frame Chairman Rong for Geng Weilun’s death? Then, Madam 
Geng will detonate the paper bombs planted at Chairman Rong’s place to avenge her 
son?” 

Shaun pinched her cheek. “As expected of someone who has followed me for so long. 
You’re so smart. That’s right. In this way, I don’t even need to know how to detonate the 
paper bombs. Madam Geng will take the initiative to do so. Once she starts a war with 
the Rong family, I’ll immediately send someone to capture Rong Bailun so that I can 
swap minds with him. After that, I’ll replace him and become the world overlord. I’ll kill 
Jordan and take his wives. Hahahaha!” 

Paris Gildon had heard many times about Shaun’s ambition to dominate the world. 
However, this was the first time she had heard him say that he wanted to kill Jordan and 
take his wives. 

“Master Shaun wants to kill Jordan and take his wives?” 

Paris Gildon asked in confusion. 

Shaun said, “Of course! After I become Chairman Rong, Jordan is the only person in 
the world who is a threat to me! I’m the world overlord. How can I allow a Deity to exist 
in this world?! 

“Don’t worry. Although Jordan can predict the future, he can’t change it. With the Rong 
family’s powerful strength, it won’t be too much of a problem to kill Jordan. As for his 



two wives, hehe, Lauren and Victoria are ordinary women, but they’re still the wives of a 
Deity. Out of courtesy, I must bed them at least once each. Don’t worry, I’ll kill those two 
women after sleeping with them. You’ll still be my only wife!” 

Shaun seemed to have everything planned out. 

“Alright, let’s not talk about this anymore. Call Madam Geng now. I’m leaving.” 

With that, Shaun jumped into the sea. 

Paris Gildon composed herself and looked at Geng Weilun’s body. Tears flowed down 
her face. 

After she had worked herself into a state and was sobbing wildly, she called Madam 
Geng. 

“Mom, something happened. Something happened to Brother. Come and save him!” 

Soon after, more than 10 planes landed on Miami Beach. 

Everyone who alighted from the plane was equipped with weapons that the public had 
never seen before. The tourists were scared by the sight and ran back to their hotels, 
not daring to stay on the beach anymore. 

Madam Geng was wearing black sunglasses and black clothes. Her face was 
expressionless and she looked more solemn than ever. She strode towards the yacht 
with hundreds of subordinates following behind her. It was a grand and magnificent 
scene! 

... 

“Weilun! Weilun!” 

Madam Geng took off her sunglasses and kept shouting when she saw Geng Weilun’s 
body. 

Madam Geng put her finger under his nose and realized that he was no longer 
breathing. She immediately shouted, “Bring him to the plane for emergency treatment 
now!” 

“Yes!” 

Geng Weilun was brought onto the plane, which was equipped with the most 
professional medical equipment and instruments. Not a second was wasted. 

However, none of the resuscitation attempts managed to revive Geng Weilun. 



“I’m sorry, Madam Geng. We tried our best. Young Master Weilun cannot be revived,” 
the doctor reported. 

Smack! 

With tears in her eyes, Madam Geng slapped the doctor. 

“Why? Why can’t we save him?! My son doesn’t have any wounds on him. How can we 
not save him?!” 

The doctor said helplessly, “We don’t know how he died. We’re really at our wits’ end.” 

Only then did Madam Geng remember Geng Xiqing. She walked up to Paris Gildon. 

“Xiqing, were you there when Weilun died? Tell me how your brother died and who 
killed him!” 

Chapter 845: War Against The Rong Family! 

Paris Gildon was indeed an aspiring actress. Ever since Madam Geng arrived, she had 
been immersed in her role and her tears had never stopped. She was completely 
immersed in the state that a poor little girl should be in after her brother died. 

Wiping her eyes, Paris Gildon let her eyes fill with hatred as she declared, “It’s Rong 
Bailun! That b*stard Rong Bailun killed Brother! He also said that we don’t need to 
bother with emergency treatment. No matter how hard we try, we won’t be able to revive 
anyone he kills!” 

Madam Geng felt like her head had exploded! 

“What? Rong Bailun? Child, don’t be ridiculous. This is no joke! Are you sure Rong 
Bailun did this? 

Madam Geng started to feel fear. Any name that came out of Geng Xiqing’s lips would 
be Madam Geng’s next target. 

Any name would face her wrath. Any other than Rong Bailun. The Rong family was the 
only thing that Madam Geng feared. 

Paris Gildon insisted. “I’m sure it’s Chairman Rong himself! He interrogated Brother 
about our family’s secret weapon. He even asked him if our family had tried to plot 
against the Rongs. When Brother refused to tell him, so he used despicable methods to 
kill him. 



“At that time, I was hiding in a corner and didn’t dare come out. Rong Bailun didn’t 
notice me, or I would have died too. Mom, detonate the paper bombs planted in the 
Rong family place to avenge Brother!” 

Madam Geng and everyone else broke out in cold sweat at Geng Xiqing’s words. 

Start a war with the Rong family? 

Oh my god, this was the Rong family that ruled the world! 

Would they dare? 

Madam Geng clenched her fists. She was hesitating! 

Unless it was absolutely necessary, they could not start a war with the Rong family! 

She knew very well that the Rong family represented the strongest power in the world. 
Declaring war on them was equivalent to courting death! 

 

After an antelope was eaten by a tiger, would the other antelopes run towards the tiger 
for revenge? 

Even if the dead antelope was its closest family, would it do this? 

Madam Geng was struggling with this problem now! 

She really couldn’t win! 

She knew it all too well! 

“Mom, we can’t let Brother die in vain! The Rong family has gone too far. We can’t let 
them look down on us. We must show them our true strength!” 

Paris Gildon continued to fan the flames when she saw Madam Geng hesitating. 

Madam Geng hesitated for a moment longer before picking up her phone and calling 
Chairman Rong. 

It was a video call. Chairman Rong smiled and greeted Madam Geng when he saw her 
image on the screen. 

“Hello Madam Geng, long time no see. What’s this sudden call about?” 

Madam Geng said angrily, “Rong Bailun! Why did you kill my son, Weilun!” 



Rong Bailun was puzzled. “What are you talking about? Weilun is dead? Seriously?” 

Paris Gildon walked over and said, “Stop pretending! You were the one who killed my 
brother. I saw it with my own eyes!” 

Rong Bailun was very confused. “Did you and your mother forget to take your 
medicine? Why are you accusing me of killing Weilun? He’s just a little kid. How will it 
benefit me to kill him? I admit that I can’t stand that kid. I heard that it was Weilun’s fault 
that the Addington family ended up being controlled by Jamie. 

“Madam Geng, I’ve always said that Jordan is a hidden danger that must be eliminated, 
but you went against me and joined forces with Jordan to subdue the Addington family. 
As a result, you’ve become more powerful. So what now? Do you want to challenge 
me?” 

The Addington family’s laser weapon had been sailed to the Rong family base in the 
South China Sea to attack them. They had been followers of the Rong family, but now, 
they belonged to Madam Geng. 

This made Chairman Rong very unhappy. He felt that Madam Geng was deliberately 
challenging his authority! 

Madam Geng asked bitterly, “I’ll ask you again. Why did you kill my son! My daughter 
wouldn’t lie!” 

Rong Bailun had already denied it, but since she refused to believe him, he couldn’t be 
bothered to explain again. 

“Geng Anli, cut the crap. If you want to start a war with me, just do it! Even if the Steeles 
and the Addingtons are under you now, I’m not afraid of you! You have no right to shout 
at me!” 

With that, Rong Bailun hung up the video call. 

Paris Gildon continued to incite Madam Geng. “Mom, did you see that? He implicitly 
confessed! This murderer!” 

Paris Gildon was glad that Rong Bailun was a proud and conceited person. Otherwise, 
he would have explained properly that he didn’t kill Geng Weilun. 

Madam Geng, who had just lost her son, was extremely angry and agitated. 

“Return to the laboratory immediately. I want to detonate all the paper bombs planted in 
the Rong family place!” 

On the plane, a few executives knelt on the ground. 



“Madam Geng, please reconsider!” 

“Detonating the papers is no small matter. Once we start it, it can’t be stopped. If we 
anger the Rong family, we won’t be able to escape unscathed!” 

However, Madam Geng had become a dominating empress. 

“Rong Bailun must pay for my son’s death in blood and tears!” 

A barely perceptible smile appeared on Paris Gildon’s face. 

… 

Meanwhile, near Suzhou, in the secret base built by Shaun. 

... 

Geng Xiqing was drawing in the sealed room. It looked like she was drawing, but on 
closer look, her drawing board was a mess. It did not look like the work of a master. 

Because at this moment, she was not concentrating on her painting at all. 

“Lota, why haven’t you come to save me yet?” 

Paris Gildon had sent someone to deliver the white box to Geng Xiqing. 

After receiving it, Geng Xiqing took out a special version of the virtual goggles from the 
white box. 

It could be used to log into the secret families’ virtual game. 

Geng Xiqing logged into the virtual game world and found Lota, who was swimming. 
She asked Lota for help. 

Lota had already promised to send someone to get her out. 

Bang! 

Bang! 

“Ah!” 

“Ah!” 

The men guarding Geng Xiqing suddenly fell to the ground one by one. 



However, there was no sight of any intruder. 

The door opened. Geng Xiqing could clearly hear footsteps, but there was no one in 
sight. 

Suddenly, Lota removed her Invisibility Cloak and appeared. 

“Lota!” 

Tears streamed down Geng Xiqing’s face when she saw Lota. She rushed over and 
hugged her. 

However, Lota was not used to it. This was because the person hugging her now was 
not Geng Xiqing’s original body, but that of an older American woman whom she had 
never met before. 

“Geng Xiqing? What happened to you?” Lota asked. 

Geng Xiqing wiped away her tears. “Lota, thank you for coming to my rescue. Let’s get 
out of here. I’ll tell you everything when we’re someplace safe. I have many secrets to 
tell you, including a secret regarding the man you love the most, Jordan!” 

Lota was shocked. “Ah, Xiqing, you know Jordan’s secret? Is he really infertile and can’t 
have children?” 

Geng Xiqing was confused. 

Chapter 846: Lota’s Shocking Secret!! 

Geng Xiqing and Lota did not continue to discuss this strange question but immediately 
made their escape. 

Lifting her arm, Lota covered the two of them with her invisibility cloak. Hand in hand, 
the two of them escaped together and arrived at Lota’s private plane. 

Lota’s private plane looked different from Jordan’s and the other families’. Her plane 
was pink and looked rather cute. Every girl would want to own it. The interior, especially 
the private lounge area, was also a girl’s dream. The sofa and tables were all pink. 

After Lota pulled Geng Xiqing on board, she handed her a cup of hot coffee. “Xiqing, 
what happened? You were crying so much in the virtual game, I didn’t really understand 
what happened to you.” 

Lota had been in the game when she suddenly met Geng Xiqing. Unexpectedly, Geng 
Xiqing knelt before Lota and asked her to save her. 



Lota didn’t probe the exact situation. She just asked Geng Xiqing to tell her current 
address and immediately rushed over with her subordinates. 

Lota was now the head of the Schmid family. How could she not help when her good 
friend was in trouble? 

Geng Xiqing wasn’t in the mood for hot coffee. Without even a polite word of thanks, 
she put the cup aside and explained. “The day before yesterday, I was drawing in my 
studio when Shaun entered with a woman to capture me. The woman is Paris Gildon, 
and she is currently occupying my body. Shaun kidnapped me and placed us in his 
laboratory. He performed a mind-transplant procedure on us! Now that I’ve swapped 
minds with Paris Gildon, I can’t return to my own body anymore.” 

Geng Xiqing looked very sad as she spoke. 

Lota was very surprised. “Mind-transplant procedure? Shaun actually succeeded in 
developing his mind-transplant procedure? That shouldn’t be the case. If he had already 
successfully developed the mind-transplant procedure, he and his late wife would have 
swapped minds with my parents long ago!” 

Over the past 20 years, Shaun had been secretly controlling Lota’s parents. Unlike the 
mind-transplant procedure, Shaun’s previous technique required him to be hidden in the 
shadows. 

As a result, Shaun and his wife led dark, wretched lives. 

Therefore, Lota found this very strange. 

If Shaun already had such a powerful procedure, wouldn’t he have used it on her 
parents, or even her? 

Geng Xiqing explained. “He didn’t successfully develop the mind-transplant procedure 
on his own. Jordan helped him.” 

 

“Jordan?” 

Lota’s heart skipped a beat at the mention of Jordan’s name. 

Even until now, Jordan was the only man Lota cared about. Although they had not met 
each other in the past six months. They didn’t even have much communication. 

“By the way, you just said that you know Jordan’s secret. What is it?” Lota asked. 

Geng Xiqing said, “But first, why did you say that Jordan is infertile? This is too strange.” 



Lota laughed awkwardly. “Hahaha, I was just joking to lighten the atmosphere.” 

Lighten the atmosphere? 

It was such an intense rescue mission. Who would be in the mood to tell jokes to lighten 
up the atmosphere? 

Geng Xiqing was two years older than Lota, so she could still see through this little girl’s 
heart. 

Geng Xiqing smiled and asked, “Lota, you slept with Jordan, right?” 

Lota blushed at the direct question. 

Geng Xiqing was even more certain now. “Aren’t we best friends? I thought you told me 
everything!” 

The two of them did talk about everything, but Lota still had some reservations about 
this topic. She had only told Geng Xiqing that she liked Jordan very much and wanted to 
marry him. 

Lota nodded. 

Jordan would definitely be shocked if he was present. He would exclaim: ‘When did we 
sleep together?! Why don’t I know about it?!’ 

Lota looked around very carefully. After confirming that there was no one around, she 
said quietly, 

“Xiqing, I’ll only tell you. Don’t tell anyone else.” 

Geng Xiqing was speechless: ‘I’ve turned from a young Chinese girl from a noble secret 
family to a common American woman in her late 20s. I can’t even go home now. Who 
else can I tell!’ 

Nonetheless, Geng Xiqing just nodded earnestly. 

Lota whispered in Geng Xiqing’s ear. “I raped Jordan! For one whole day and night!” 

F*ck!! 

This was Geng Xiqing’s first reaction. She was completely dumbfounded. 

Was this something a pure and cute little girl like Lota would do? 

Was this something a woman could do? 



Was this something a fair, rich and beautiful woman could do? 

Was this something the Swiss Holy Maiden could do? 

One word sprung into Geng Xiqing’s mind: Awesome! 

This was too awesome. Jordan was a Deity Jordan. Lota managed to rape a Deity. She 
was the first person in history to do that!! 

Geng Xiqing gulped excitedly. “Are… are you serious?” 

Lota said playfully, “Of course. Why would I lie to you? That time, Jordan and I were 
locked in a special room designed by Shaun. Jordan asked us to take a sleeping pill 
each and sleep for 24 hours. He fell asleep after taking it, but I didn’t take it. Instead, I 
put it in my pocket. Hehe! 

“Wow. In retrospect, those 24 hours were the happiest moments of my life. After he 
woke up, he couldn’t even stand properly!” 

Geng Xiqing was speechless. 

She really didn’t know what to say. Was this the same Lota she knew? 

... 

So she was that kind of “Swiss Holy Maiden”! 

Awesome! 

It was too awesome! 

Geng Xiqing gave her a thumbs-up sign. “Lota, you are the most powerful girl in the 
world now because the man you raped is the new Deity!” 

Lota smacked Geng Xiqing on the arm. “Stop joking, Xiqing.” 

Lota thought Geng Xiqing was pulling her leg. 

Geng Xiqing said very seriously, “I’m not fooling around. I’m telling the truth. Jordan is 
really the new Deity. This is what I wanted to tell you. It’s his secret!” 

Lota was stunned. “Really?” 

Geng Xiqing nodded. “Yes. Otherwise, how could Jordan have successfully developed 
something as heaven-defying as the mind-transplant procedure for Shaun?” 



Lota thought for a moment. “That’s right. Previously, he even successfully developed 
the Mirakuru serum. Even the Miyamoto family couldn’t complete that serum! Oh my 
god, the man I like is a Deity! Jordan is amazing! Hey, by the way, if Jordan is a Deity 
and can predict the future, then did he know beforehand that I would rape him?” 

Lota suddenly felt a little guilty. She had been keeping it a secret from Jordan! 

Jordan had always treated her as his younger sister. If Jordan found out that she had 
secretly done such a thing to him, he would definitely beat her to death! 

Geng Xiqing laughed. “I bet he predicted that. You were wondering why you didn’t get 
pregnant, right? My guess is he might have taken a male birth control pill in advance!” 

Lota called Geng Xiqing’s other siblings, but no one answered. 

“How did this happen? Call the CEO of my family’s military division. Damn it, I forgot his 
number.” 

Geng Xiqing became anxious. For a moment, she didn’t know who to contact. 

Just as she was feeling anxious, Lota suddenly gave a suggestion. 

“Xiqing, didn’t you say that Jordan is a Deity Jordan? Let’s go to him for help. He can 
predict the future. He will definitely be able to help you!” 

Geng Xiqing knew that Lota probably just wanted an excuse to see her sweetheart. 
Regardless, asking Jordan for help was the only way now. 

“Okay! Let’s go to the US to find Jordan!” 

… 

In the capital. 

Lota flew her plane at full speed. She knew where Jordan and Lauren lived, so the 
plane stopped directly above Jordan’s villa. 

“Who is it!” 

Pablo and his men immediately raised their weapons when they heard the roar of the 
plane. 

Geng Xiqing was the first to step out after the plane landed. 

Pablo looked at the figure. It was Paris Gildon! 



Bang! 

Pablo immediately fired a warning shot and reported it to Jordan, who was in the villa. 

“Master, bad news. Shaun has arrived at the villa!” 

At that moment, Jordan was cooking with Lauren. He was surprised and angry when he 
heard Pablo’s report. When Jordan looked out of the window, he was surprised to see 
Paris Gildon. 

Jordan, Pablo and the others did not know that Geng Xiqing and Paris Gildon had 
swapped minds. Therefore, they thought that Paris Gildon’s presence meant that Shaun 
had also come. 

“Shaun is simply lawless! He dared to land at my villa!” 

“I must teach him a lesson this time. If necessary, I will kill him!” 

“Lauren, stay here and don’t move. Don’t come out.” 

With that, Jordan walked out angrily. 

“Hubby, be careful!” 

Lauren was very worried about Jordan, but she didn’t dare to go out in case she 
became a burden. 

Geng Xiqing was the most anxious, so she was the first to alight from the plane. 
Unexpectedly, she was mercilessly warned to back off the moment she alighted. 

Then, Lota emerged. “Pablo, don’t shoot! Everyone, don’t shoot. We’re on the same 
side!” 

Pablo and his men knew Lota. When they saw her, they immediately stopped attacking. 

“Ms. Schmid? Why are you with Shaun’s woman?” Pablo asked in surprise. 

Lota led Geng Xiqing down. “She’s Geng Xiqing, not Shaun’s woman. I’m here to see 
Jordan. Is he here?” 

By now, Jordan had already emerged from the villa. Just as he was about to attack, he 
saw Lota, whom he had not seen for a long time. 

“Jordan!” 

When Lota saw Jordan, she happily leaped into his arms. 



... 

Jordan smiled and patted Lota’s hair. “Why are you here? You are here with… Paris 
Gildon? How did you two meet?” 

Lota explained. “Jordan, she’s not Paris Gildon. She’s Madam Geng’s daughter, Geng 
Xiqing.” 

“What?” 

Jordan was shocked. He had met Geng Xiqing before. She was a very cute short-haired 
girl. It was obvious that she did not look like that. 

Geng Xiqing knelt on the ground. “Deity Jordan, please save me. Help me take back my 
body and help my family!” 

Jordan heard her accent, which was so similar to Madam Geng’s. He immediately made 
a deduction. 

“You… you switched minds with Paris Gildon?” 

Still crying, Geng Xiqing nodded. 

Jordan’s heart churned with emotions. 

He knew that Shaun would definitely let Paris Gildon swap minds with another woman 
after they failed with Liza Shelby. 

He never expected Shaun to choose Geng Xiqing! 

‘Shaun is a beast! Geng Xiqing is only 20 years old. Such a cute girl actually has to 
endure all this!’ 

Jordan’s heart ached for Geng Xiqing. After all, he had helped to develop the 
procedure. If not for Jordan, Geng Xiqing would not have encountered such a thing. 

Crying, Geng Xiqing pleaded. “Deity Jordan, can you help me take back my body?” 

Jordan shook his head. “I’m sorry, Xiqing. I can’t do it. With the current procedure, the 
human mind can only be switched once. You can’t keep switching it back and forth. You 
will both die if you try again.” 

Geng lowered her head. She knew that she would never be the eldest daughter of the 
Geng family again. 



Jordan comforted her. “Xiqing, you should think positively. At least you’re not dead and 
you have a good body. Paris Gildon is considered a great beauty in the US. By the way, 
how did you know that I’m a Deity? Did Shaun tell you?” 

Jordan had kept the fact that he was a Deity from the Geng family and Lota. 

At this moment, Lota walked forward and patted Jordan. 

“Jordan, you’re so mean! You’re a Deity, but you didn’t even tell me. Do you still treat 
me as your younger sister?!” 

Jordan smiled. “I’m sorry, Lota. This matter is too complicated. I’m just afraid of 
implicating you. Don’t worry, with me as your Big Brother Deity, your Schmid family, 
together with the Steeles, will be the most impressive among all the secret families in 
the future. If you need anything, you can come to me. I’ll help you!” 

Lota smiled wickedly. “Anything? Are you sure?” 

Chapter 848: Jordan Finally Knows The Truth! 

Looking at Lota’s cute and mischievous expression, Jordan tapped her nose and 
smiled. 

“No perverted thoughts, silly sister. I won’t care if it’s about your physical desires. Your 
first time should be reserved for a man who treats you as his one and only.” 

Jordan believed that he was being very chivalrous. Otherwise, the number one beauty 
in Switzerland would have been his long ago. 

However, Jordan already had many women. He did not want to get involved with too 
many. 

Even if he was a Deity, he didn’t want to have a harem of three thousand beauties like 
the ancient emperors. 

Lauren and Victoria were enough. 

However, Lota said, “Now that I know that you’re a Deity, there’s no point in you 
continuing to act dumb.” 

Jordan was puzzled. “Act dumb? What do you mean? How am I acting dumb?” 

Lota stomped her feet. “You know very well that my first time is gone!” 

Jordan was shocked. “What? You have a boyfriend? I didn’t know. Who is it? What 
does he look like? He better not be an ordinary man or I’ll be displeased.” 



Lota was certain that Jordan already knew the truth. Seeing that he insisted on playing 
dumb, she said directly, 

“It’s none other than you!” 

Jordan felt that Lota was joking again. “What are you talking about? How is that 
possible? Hehe.” 

Lota said, “Do you remember the 24 hours we spent in that room at my house? You 
should have known you were a Deity by then, right?” 

Jordan nodded. It was true he already knew that he was a Deity at that time. 

 

Lota continued to ask, “A Deity can predict what will happen in the future?” 

Jordan confirmed. “Yes, I can predict what will happen in the next few minutes or even 
hours.” 

Lota said, “That’s right. Then you must have known what I would do to you. Before you 
took the sleeping pill, you must have predicted what I would do to you next. But you are 
still acting dumb. Hmph!” 

Jordan was confused. He did not know what Lota was talking about. After all, he did 
know he was a Deity when he and Lota were locked up in that special room. 

However, at that time, Shaun had yet to inject him with the medicine used by the 
previous Deity. Jordan’s prediction abilities were that strong yet, so he couldn’t predict 
the future at will. 

Nevertheless, Jordan did not explain this to Lota. 

She was talking about what she had done to Jordan and he was very curious about it. 

What did this little girl do to him?! 

Jordan asked, “You didn’t take the sleeping pill I gave you? You didn’t sleep for 24 
hours? What did you do to me?!” 

Jordan was a little afraid. Lota had remained awake while he slept! 

Fortunately, Lota was not a sinister person. She might have already killed him if she had 
bad intentions. 

How could this little girl have bad intentions? 



Jordan was very curious about this! 

Lota couldn’t hold it in anymore. “I raped you. You already know that I wouldn’t take the 
sleeping pill. You must know what I did to you. How could I control myself in that 
atmosphere?” 

Pfft… 

Jordan almost vomited blood. 

My God, what was he hearing! 

This little girl raped him? The great Deity? 

“You…” 

For a moment, Jordan was completely incoherent. 

At this moment, Lauren suddenly walked out. 

“Hubby, are you alright?” 

Lauren had been obediently staying put in the room. But when she heard no sounds of 
fighting, and Jordan talking amicably to the people outside, she emerged. 

“Hello Lauren! You’ve lost weight! Your legs are so thin! I’m so envious!” Lota praised 
Lauren. 

Actually, with her status as one of the members of the secret families, she could totally 
disregard Lauren. However, she was still an innocent little girl. She did not look down on 
Lauren. Instead, she respected her. 

Lauren knew Lota. “So it’s Ms. Schmid.” 

Before they could continue their conversation, Geng Xiqing cut in. 

“Deity Jordan, Paris Gildon is controlling my body to infiltrate my family. I’m afraid 
something will happen to my mother. Can you go to China to stop this disaster?” 

Jordan always had a good relationship with the Geng family. Previously, he had even 
“submitted” himself to the Geng family. Now that something had happened to the Geng 
family, Jordan could not ignore it. 

But Lauren was confused. She pointed at Geng Xiqing. “Hubby, isn’t she Paris Gildon? 
Why is she claiming that Paris Gildon is controlling her body?” 



As they didn’t have much time, Jordan just said, “Lauren, this matter is very 
complicated. I have to rush to China now. If I am not wrong, a world war is likely to 
break out.” 

World war! 

Jordan’s words made Lauren became nervous. This concerned the lives of billions of 
people in the world! As such, she was very sensible. 

... 

“Hubby, go ahead. I will take care of myself.” 

Jordan did not say anything else and boarded the plane with Lota and Geng Xiqing. 

As soon as they boarded the pink plane, Jordan cornered Lota. 

“Lota, what did you say earlier? You didn’t take the pill I gave you. During those 24 
hours, you… you were…” 

Jordan was too embarrassed to say it! 

Who said that little girls couldn’t have bad intentions! 

Only then did Lota realize that Jordan was not acting dumb. He really did not know. 

Lota immediately cowered. “No Jordan, I… I…I didn’t do anything to you. I was 
practicing yoga in the room!” 

Jordan smacked Lota’s butt. But of course, it wasn’t a very hard smack. 

“How come my legs felt weak after you practiced yoga? After I woke up that day, I could 
barely stand up and walk! You’re too ruthless. How could you do such a thing to me…” 

Jordan finally understood why he was so tired after sleeping for 24 hours that time. He 
had thought that his own stamina was failing, but it turned out that this little girl was the 
cause! 

Lota lowered her head and put her legs together in a posture of submission. 

“I’m sorry Jordan… I won’t do it again.” 

Seeing how cute and shy Lota was, Jordan couldn’t bring himself to continue scolding 
her. After all, it was an honor for any man to be chosen by the Swiss Holy Maiden. 

It was no loss to Jordan. 



Jordan suddenly asked, “You didn’t get pregnant, right?” 

Lota suddenly looked up. “No! It’s so strange. I’m not pregnant! Just now, Xiqing and I 
thought that you must have predicted that I would rape you, so you took a male birth 
control pill in advance.” 

Jordan laughed out loud. “To think that you two girls could come up with such an idea. 
Why would I take that kind of thing? Hahaha.” 

It would be all too easy for the Steele family to develop a male birth control pill. 

However, a real man like Jordan would never take it. 

Lota suddenly said worriedly, “Jordan, after helping Xiqing, why don’t you come to 
Switzerland with me?” 

Jordan was confused. “What for? To visit your parents?” 

Lota said, “You know, our family doctors are among the best in the area of male 
infertility!” 

Chapter 849: War! 

What?! 

Lota was implying that Jordan was infertile! 

Jordan pinched Lota’s tender ear and refuted angrily. 

“You silly girl, who are you calling infertile? You didn’t get pregnant and you’re blaming 
me. Why don’t you say that it’s your fault?” 

“Ouch, it hurts…” 

Lota yelped as Jordan was using some force this time. 

Seeing that Lota was in pain, Jordan immediately stopped. 

Rubbing her red ears, Lota replied very seriously. 

“I’ve done a physical check-up! There’s nothing wrong with my body! I am very fertile! I 
have very good hips!” 

Somehow, Lota managed to sneak in a self-compliment about her own figure. 



Jordan said, “It’s normal not to immediately get pregnant. How can it be so easy to get 
pregnant after just one time? It took some time before I got Hailey pregnant. Lauren was 
the only time this happened. And it was just plain luck.” 

Lota began to envy Lauren. “Why can Lauren do it but not me?” 

Jordan patted her head and said dotingly, “Lota, forget about this. Be my good little 
sister in the future, okay?” 

Lota answered reluctantly, “Okay.” 

While the two of them were fooling around, Geng Xiqing, who was also on the plane, sat 
quietly in her seat with a melancholic expression. 

 

She had a vague feeling that something bad had happened at home. 

… 

Suzhou, the Geng family’s private town. 

Madam Geng had returned to the family’s secret laboratory, followed by all their core 
research teams. She opened a secret passageway. There was a locked cabinet inside. 
She opened it via a fingerprint scan. 

Inside the cabinet were switches to detonate the paper bombs. 

There were also multiple labels indicating the specific locations of the paper bombs 
distributed across the world. 

Madam Geng could easily blow up any place in the world where there were paper 
bombs. 

There was also a specific switch for the Rong family territory. 

All the paper bombs planted in the Rong family’s territory could be detonated with one 
switch. With a single flick, explosions would spread across the Rong family territory! 

Madam Geng’s hand slowly moved to the switch that controlled the life and death of the 
Rong family. 

“No! Madam Geng!” 

An old white man in his 50s suddenly shouted. 



“Once we choose to start a war with the Rong family, there’s no turning back! With our 
current strength, we definitely won’t be able to defeat them!” 

“Madam Geng, please reconsider!” 

“Madam Geng, please reconsider!” 

The core members of the Geng family were afraid of the Rong family. 

However, Madam Geng had already made up her mind. She could not let her son die in 
vain. Especially since the Geng and Rong families had always minded their own 
business. 

But Chairman Rong had suddenly killed her son. He would definitely kill her next. 

This was a battle that could not be stopped! 

Geng Anli said, “I have to avenge Weilun! Perhaps we can’t compare to the Rong 
family, but we have taken careful measures over the years. These measures are 
enough to plunge the entire planet into a disaster! We also have the power to control 
the fate of the world! 

“Rong Bailun, I will reveal the trump card of my Geng family today. I’m very curious if I 
can expose your trump card too!” 

If she could force the Rong family to show their hand, it would be worth it. 

Click! 

Geng Anli flipped the switch. 

In various locations in the Rong family territory, including offices, laboratories, 
warehouses, yachts, planes, aircraft carriers, and so on. 

They all began to spontaneously combust. 

At first, it was just a very slight spark. Just an ordinary piece of paper smoldering. It was 
so mild that it was undetectable. 

But gradually, soft sizzling sounds could be heard, like beans being fried. 

The sizzling sounds became louder. 

Then, it exploded like popcorn. 



As more time passed, more paper exploded. The sounds became louder and more 
terrifying! 

At this moment, Rong Bailun was watching an opera performance. 

Suddenly, his personal assistant Ban Luming, walked in and halted the program. He 
reported to Rong Bailun. 

... 

“Bad news, something happened! All our bases in China have been attacked!” 

“What?” 

Rong Bailun immediately got up and boarded the plane. 

“How could they all be attacked at the same time? What were our interceptors doing? 
Why didn’t they warn us? Why didn’t they intercept the attack?!” Rong Bailun said 
angrily. 

Ban Luming explained. “The attacks were caused by exploding papers. These papers 
have been on our bases all along. The papers ignited on their own, there were no 
intruders.” 

Rong Bailun frowned. “Exploding papers? Was the power very serious?” 

Even Chairman Rong did not think that a mere piece of paper could cause any major 
damage. 

Ban Luming said seriously, “This paper explosion is very extraordinary. It wasn’t very 
powerful at first, but as time passed, it became increasingly powerful. Now, its power 
has increased to the point where a stack of A4 paper can blow a car up! And the power 
is still increasing. We don’t know what its final limit is!” 

Rong Bailun immediately became serious. “Damn it! This must be the Geng family’s 
secret weapon. Geng Xiqing’s mother loves to play such tricks! Ah! That b*tch mother-
daughter duo! Ban Luming, listen. Focus all your energy on our TT experimental base in 
west China. Make sure that the instruments and anything there is unaffected. If 
necessary, quickly move the equipment there to a plane and transport them to our 
secret Fort Rong!” 

At such a critical moment, Rong Bailun did not care about the losses of the other bases. 
He only cared about the TT experimental base in western China. 

It seemed like this TT experimental base held the core secret of the Rong family! 



… 

Meanwhile, in another location in Suzhou. 

Shaun had just killed a big rooster and poured the chicken blood into a porcelain bowl. 
He then lit three incense sticks at a temporary altar. 

It looked like he treated today as a big day. 

It was traditional for practitioners of his dark arts to offer blood and incense on special 
days. 

Suddenly, a subordinate rushed into the courtyard and said anxiously, 

“Master! The explosions happened! Our people just confirmed that explosions occurred 
in multiple places in China. All those places were more or less in the Rong family 
territory!” 

Shaun sneered. He had also just received a message from Paris Gildon. 

Now, he was even more certain that the Geng family had already attacked the Rongs! 

Shaun shouted, “Rong Bailun, today is the day you die! Then I will replace you and 
dominate the world!!” 

Meanwhile, Geng Anli did not remain idle after detonating the paper bombs. 

After learning that Rong Bailun had gone to his secret base in western China, she 
immediately led her family there. She wanted to kill Rong Bailun and avenge her son! 

At this moment, Rong Bailun was at his western China secret base, instructing his 
subordinates to transport all the secret equipment here. 

Constant explosions rang out on the base. However, compared to the other bases, the 
explosions here were relatively small. 

Rong Bailun asked impatiently, “How long will the explosions continue! Why can’t it be 
stopped!” 

Ban Luming explained. “We haven’t found a way to stop the explosions yet. However, 
there are fewer papers here. Although the power of the paper explosion is constantly 
doubling, we don’t have to worry that it will destroy this place because there aren’t 
enough papers here.” 

Rong Bailun nodded. “Fortunately, the TT Experimental Base is mainly used for…” 



Rong Bailun nearly revealed the Rong family secret which would shock the world! 

Ban Luming was his personal assistant and knew what the secret was. 

But he was standing in an open area. As the saying went, walls had ears. 

Now that spyware technology was so advanced, he was still very careful and did not 
say it directly. 

Ban Luming understood what Rong Bailun meant and continued, “Yes, Chairman Rong. 
Fortunately, our TT Experimental Base doesn’t need a large amount of paper. 
Otherwise, the situation here would definitely be very bad. Our heaven-defying research 
might suffer a huge setback!” 

Rong Bailun nodded. “Damn Geng Anli! If I had known she would cause me so much 
trouble today, I would have gotten rid of this crazy woman long ago!” 

Just as Rong Bailun finished speaking, an invisible plane suddenly appeared. It was the 
Geng’s family’s fighter jet! 

“Chairman, be careful!” 

The Rong family people immediately became vigilant. 

Geng Anli shouted at Rong Bailun through a high-tech voice transmission device, “Rong 
Bailun, I want you to pay for the death of my son with your life!” 

As soon as she finished speaking, the flames of war erupted! 

Bang! 

Boom! 

Cannonballs and laser weapons were all aimed at Rong Bailun! 

“Activate the interceptor weapons!” 

The Rong family’s high-tech weapons were also not to be trifled with. They immediately 
intercepted the Gengs’ attack. 

Seeing that their attack was not working, Madam Geng decided to send someone to 
assassinate Rong Bailun on the ground! 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 



Both sides engaged in an intense battle! 

At that moment, another fighter jet flew over. A familiar face walked out of the plane. 

It was Jamie! 

Jamie had now taken over the power of the Addington family. When he heard that the 
Geng and Rong families were fighting, he came to support with the Addington laser 
weapon. 

“Madam Geng, I’m here to help you!” 

Jamie shouted at Geng Anli from a distance. 

Like Jordan, Jamie pretended to join the Geng family. In reality, he was just protecting 
his own interests. 

... 

This time, Geng Anli was so busy planning her attack on the Rong family that she didn’t 
even think about summoning Jamie. He had come on his own accord. 

Jamie always hated Rong Bailun. He wanted to deprive the Rong family of their ruling 
position today! 

“Men, aim at that b*stard Rong Bailun. Fire!” 

Jamie gave the order. With a bang, the laser cannon fired straight at Rong Bailun. 

However, the Rong family had already set up a defense in front of them to resist any 
weapon attacks. 

The laser cannon hit the “barrier” with a dull thud. The entire ground shook violently, like 
an earthquake. 

However, Rong Bailun was not hurt at all. 

Rong Bailun was the head of the eight great families. How could he be so easily 
injured?! 

However, Jamie was not disappointed. He continued to grin. 

“Haha, we didn’t hit him. It’s alright, continue bombarding him!” 



Jamie basked in the thrill of starting a war with the most powerful Rong family. As for 
victory or defeat, he really didn’t care. He knew the difference in strength between the 
Addingtons and Rongs. 

After a few more minutes, the Haus family arrived and stopped between the Geng and 
Rong families. 

Covered in protective armor, Dieter Haus rushed toward Geng Anli. He pleaded with 
her. 

“Oh my god, Madam Geng, Chairman Rong, why are you fighting? If you fight, the world 
will be over. We won’t be able to survive! Madam Geng, stop attacking. We’re secret 
families with a hundred years of friendship. What can’t we sit down and talk through 
things?” 

Geng Anli snorted. “Sit down and talk? Ask the arrogant Rong Bailun over there. Will he 
sit down with me and talk? He killed my son without even giving me an explanation! 
He’s so arrogant. Does he really think that my Geng Weilun family is so easy to bully?!” 

Dieter turned to Rong Bailun and spoke through a special voice transmission device. 

“Chairman Rong, there might be some misunderstandings between you and Madam 
Geng. Let’s sit down and slowly resolve it together. Don’t fight anymore!” 

However, Rong Bailun was now completely enraged. To think that he, who had the 
most advanced weapons and technology in the world, was actually provoked like this! 

Rong Bailun replied to Dieter through his own voice transmission device. “Dieter, scram! 
You b*stard, don’t think I don’t know that you’ve been trying to steal our family’s secrets 
all these years! Also, tell that crazy woman Geng Anli that I will make their entire family 
pay for their stupidity today! Today marks the death anniversary of the Geng family!” 

Chapter 851: Jordan Is Here! 

By this point, many of the Rong family’s secret bases had been destroyed, and their 
most precious secret equipment had been forced to be transferred. 

Rong Bailun was livid. It was impossible for him to negotiate with Geng Anli anymore. 

‘You pulled out the tiger’s teeth and still want to make friends with it?’ 

Dieter had been eavesdropping on the eight great families. He was a pacifist who did 
not dare to provoke anyone. But now, there was nothing he could do about this 
situation. 



Seeing that he couldn’t persuade Rong Bailun, Dieter walked toward Jamie and shouted 
at him. 

“Mr. Jamie, stop attacking. We need to calm down. We need to be united! The eight 
great families shouldn’t fight among themselves!” 

Jamie actually ordered his men to stop attacking when he heard Dieter’s words. He 
waved at Dieter, gesturing for him to come over. 

Dieter was delighted. Finally, someone was willing to listen to him! 

Hurrying over to Jamie, Dieter continued. “Mr. Jamie, the Steeles have a good 
relationship with the Geng family. Please persuade Madam Geng to stop attacking the 
Rong family!” 

Unexpectedly, when Dieter arrived beside Jamie, the latter raised his right fist and 
punched him in the face! 

Bang! 

Jamie said angrily, “Dieter, you bastard! After my grandfather passed away, when the 
other families targeted the Steeles, why didn’t you stand up and say not to fight among 
ourselves?! Now that it’s the Rong family’s turn, you are stepping forward to be the 
peacemaker? F*ck you, you’re nothing! 

“Blast him! Blast this arrogant thing to death!” 

The battle became even more intense! 

On the Rong family’s side, Ban Luming saw that the situation was not optimistic. He 
suggested to Rong Bailun,” “Sir, use your weather weapon and kill them with lightning!” 

 

But Rong Bailun shook his head. “No. The weather weapon has too wide a range and is 
very powerful. We cannot control its precise target area. Our equipment is in the 
process of being transferred. We’ll be finished if the weather weapon destroys our 
equipment! Let’s wait a little longer. We’ll use our weather weapon to deal with them 
after all our equipment is transferred to Fort Rong!” 

… 

On the Schmid family plane. 

Jordan, Lota, Geng Xiqing and the others were also rushing to the secret base in 
western China. The plane flew at full speed, and everyone looked very nervous. 



Jordan had already ordered Lota and Geng Xiqing to wear the highest-level protective 
suits. 

Lota asked, “Jordan, are Xiqing’s mother and Chairman Rong really at the western 
China secret base? Have they started fighting?” 

Jordan did not have Shaun’s means to determine a person’s precise location. However, 
he had predicted that they were all in the western China secret base. 

In response, Jordan said, “Of course. Have you forgotten that I’m a Deity? I’ve already 
had a vision about it. I saw the scene. It is clearly a secret base in western China. I also 
saw Madam Geng and my brother Jamie bombarding Rong Bailun.” 

Lota was surprised. “Your visions are so detailed? You even saw the battle?” 

Jordan nodded. “Yes, why?” 

Lota shook her head and said it was nothing. But she still felt like something was not 
quite right. 

Geng Xiqing noticed that Lota was behaving strangely. She asked Lota. 

“Lota, you drank a lot of water just now. Do you need to go to the toilet?” 

Lota said quickly, “No, I… I don’t need to go.” 

With that, Lota felt rather shy. 

Geng Xiqing couldn’t help laughing. “Lota, you’ve been holding it in instead of going to 
the toilet. Are you afraid that Jordan will have a vision of you going to the toilet?” 

Lota lowered her head in silent agreement. 

Jordan was speechless. How did Lota manage to have such a train of thought?! 

This was the first time hearing that someone didn’t dare to go to the toilet because he 
was a Deity! 

Lauren also knew that Jordan was a Deity, but she had never had such thoughts! 

Jordan didn’t know whether to laugh or cry. He tapped Lota’s forehead with his finger. 
“Are you crazy? I am not that perverted. Why would I purposely get a vision of you 
going to the toilet?! What kind of person do you think I am?!” 

Lota crossed her arms cutely. “I’m just afraid that Jordan will have a bad image of me. 
Then I’ll go to the toilet. Don’t have a vision about that.” 



Jordan pushed Lota to the door of the washroom on the plane. “Hurry up and go. 
Whoever has a vision about you is a dog!” 

He was truly speechless. He was a Deity with such a heaven-defying ability. He could 
predict major events that would affect the world. Why would he do such a despicable 
thing? 

After a moment of righteous anger, he went back to his seat. 

Eh? 

The more he didn’t want to think about something, the more he would imagine it. What 
was going on… 

10 minutes later. 

The plane flew at full speed and quickly landed on the battlefield in western China. 
Jordan, Lota and Geng Xiqing led the Steele and Schmid family people onto the 
battlefield! 

“Damn it! It’s Jordan! The one who killed the heads of the Park and Miyamoto families! 
It’s over, it’s over. The situation will worsen with his arrival. Ah, Earth is going to perish!” 

Dieter fell into deep despair when he saw Jordan. 

He was still holding his phone in his right hand. The phone showed Twitter, Instagram 
and other major social media platforms. 

Now, the situation here had already become a trending topic, resulting in heated 
discussions among people all over the world. 

... 

Fortunately, the battle was confined to western China. No one thought that it was a 
world war. However, when the secret families fought, their power was comparable to 
that of a world war. 

“Haha, Jordan is here too. Come, give Rong Bailun another round to liven things up for 
Jordan!” 

Meanwhile, Paris Gildon’s face suddenly turned pale with fear when she saw Jordan 
and Geng Xiqing. 

“Oh no!” 



Paris Gildon knew that Jordan and Geng Xiqing would definitely expose her. Hence, 
she quickly took the opportunity to slip away. 

Jordan led them all the way to the core area of the Geng family. As they were on the 
same side, no one stopped them. 

Seeing Jordan’s arrival, Geng Anli happily walked forward and hugged him. “Jordan, 
you’re here to help me, right? Rong Bailun killed Weilun. We’re declaring war on the 
Rong Bailun family today! I’ll feel safer if you stay by my side…” 

Geng Anli was a woman who had just experienced the pain of losing her son. She really 
wanted a solid shoulder to lean on. 

“Mommy!” 

Geng Xiqing couldn’t help leaping into Geng Anli’s arms. Tears streamed down her 
face. Geng Anli and her subordinates were very vigilant and quickly pushed Geng Anli 
away. 

Geng Anli demanded. “Why did you call me Mom?” 

Tears streamed down Geng Xiqing’s face. “I’m Xiqing, I’m your daughter! Is Brother 
really dead? What happened to him? Was it that woman, Paris Gildon?!” 

Geng Anli was confused. She couldn’t understand what she was saying. 

Jordan said, “Madam Geng, I’m sorry to tell you this news. Your daughter and Paris 
Gildon switched minds. The person standing before you now is your daughter, Geng 
Xiqing!” 

Chapter 852: The Rong Family Strikes Back! 

“Switch minds?” Geng Anli was stunned. “What nonsense are you talking about? My 
daughter, Xiqing, has always been here… eh? Where’s Xiqing?” 

She turned around to look for Xiqing and realized that she was gone. 

“Where did Xiqing go?” Geng Anli asked. 

But no one knew. 

Jordan said, “She probably saw us coming and took the opportunity to escape. The girl 
beside you just now wasn’t Geng Xiqing at all, but Paris Gildon. She took over Geng 
Xiqing’s body after switching minds with her. This American woman in front of you is 
your real daughter!” 



Geng Xiqing cried as she said to Geng Anli, “It’s true, Mom. I’m really Xiqing, your 
daughter. I loved to sleep in your arms since I was a young girl. You hired the best 
painting teacher for me. My first painting was of you, Mom.” 

Listening to Geng Xiqing’s recount of the past between mother and daughter, Geng 
Anli’s guard gradually relaxed. She held Geng Xiqing’s hand as tears welled up in her 
eyes. “Are you… really Xiqing?” 

Geng Xiqing nodded tearfully. 

Geng Anli’s mouth fell open as she suddenly recalled everything that had just 
happened. 

“Oh no! I was tricked! I didn’t know that it was Paris Gildon just now. She lied to me! 
She said that Rong Bailun killed Weilun. She must be lying!” 

Jordan also said, “Yes, if I’m not wrong, Shaun must have been the one who killed 
Geng Weilun.” 

“Shaun Handley!” 

Geng Anli was immediately furious. 

Geng Xiqing also said angrily, “It was that demon, Shaun, who captured me and made 
me switch minds with Paris Gildon. I didn’t expect them to kill Brother and deceive you, 
to lure you into starting a war with the Rong family. Mom, the real murderer is definitely 
not Chairman Rong. Stop attacking him. If this continues, it won’t end well for us!” 

Geng Xiqing knew how powerful the Rong family was. She knew that her mother would 
only start a war with them if she had no other choice. 

 

The rest of the Geng family did not approve of Geng Anli declaring war on the Rong 
family. 

After knowing this, everyone pleaded in unison. 

“Madam Geng, please withdraw your attack on the Rong family immediately!” 

Geng Anli started to feel frightened. “Stop the attack immediately! Stop all attacks on 
the Rong family and stop the paper detonations immediately!” 

The Geng family’s attacks immediately stopped. Jamie was still bombarding the Rongs 
from time to time, but Jordan asked him to stop. 



At that moment, Ban Luming reported to Rong Bailun. “Sir, all our equipment has been 
successfully transferred to Fort Rong. We have also checked out the entire fort. There 
are no papers, no greenery, nothing produced from anywhere else.” 

Rong Bailun nodded. “Good! Now it’s our turn to fight back! Use the weather weapons 
immediately! I want everyone within a million square kilometers to enter a dark world 
together! I will destroy the Geng, Steele, Haus, Schmid and Addington families! I want 
the Rong family to be the only secret family in the world! Geng Anli, Jordan, Jamie and 
Dieter, go to hell!” 

Meanwhile, Geng Anli had just experienced the pain of losing her son and learned that 
her daughter’s mind had been switched. 

However, at this moment, she was not in the mood to feel sad for her daughter. She 
had been deceived by Shaun and she had provoked Rong Bailun. She knew the 
seriousness of this matter. 

“I must apologize to Rong Bailun!” 

Geng Anli wanted to personally apologize to Rong Bailun. She felt that with their 
family’s many years of friendship, there should be room for negotiation. 

But Jordan grabbed her. 

“Don’t go!” Jordan grabbed Geng Anli’s arm and said very seriously. 

“Rong Bailun has launched a weather weapon attack. Let’s go quickly and not waste a 
second!” 

Weather weapon? 

Geng Anli knew that the Rong family had developed a terrifying weather weapon. 

Although the Gengs had dabbled in weather weapons, their level was way below that 
when compared to the Rong family. She was still worried about how she should deal 
with the Rong family if they really activated their weather weapons. 

Actually, she didn’t understand why they hadn’t used it yet. 

Geng Anli looked at the sky. It was still normal weather. She asked Jordan, 

“Launched? Rong Bailun clearly hasn’t done anything yet.” 

Geng Xiqing said anxiously, “Jordan is talking about what will happen in the future!” 

Geng Anli looked puzzled. “I don’t understand. What are you talking about?” 



Geng Xiqing explained. “Jordan is a Deity! He can predict the future! He predicted that 
Chairman Rong would attack us with his weather weapon! Let’s listen to him and 
escape!” 

Geng Anli was completely dazed. She looked at Jordan in shock. 

“You… You’re a Deity?” 

Actually, Jordan had no intention of telling Geng Anli. But since she knew now, Jordan 
did not try to deny it. 

“That’s right, I’m the new Deity! The Mirakuru serum and the mind-transplant procedure 
your daughter was subjected to, were both developed by me using my Deity ability.” 

Geng Anli covered her mouth. “Oh my god, no wonder… no wonder…” 

After being very agitated for a few seconds, Geng Anli knelt before Jordan. 

“Geng Anli pays her respects to the Deity! Thank you for your past kindness to our 
Geng family. I hope we can still receive your protection and help in the future!” 

Geng Anli no longer dared to be impudent with Jordan. In the past, she could still order 
him around. 

Seeing this, the rest of the Geng family also knelt before Jordan. 

“All hail Deity Jordan! Please protect us!” 

... 

Jordan was not used to this kind of reverence. Although he was a Deity, his ability was 
still limited. In terms of protection, he might need the Geng family to protect him instead. 

“Madam Geng, please get up. We’ve always been good friends. You don’t have to bow 
to me.” 

Jordan helped Geng Anli to her feet. 

When Geng Anli looked at Jordan again, there was a bright smile on her face. 

“From the first time I saw you, I felt that you were an extraordinary person. However, I 
never expected you to be the new Deity. I hope you don’t blame me for what I did to you 
in the past. I couldn’t help myself because I was attracted by your charm.” 

Jordan smiled. “You’ve helped the Steele family a lot. It’s fine, the past is in the past. 
Let’s not fuss over it. Madam Geng is a very attractive woman. I didn’t lose out.” 



But Lota pouted and said, “Of course you lost out. She is 20 years older than you. How 
could you not have lost out?!” 

 


